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almost a disconcerting task to attempt to write a
series of articles on the history of agriculture in a way which
will merit the dignity of the title.
In the first place agriculture has been so foundational in the lives of practically all
peoples that it is manifestly impossible to cover the entire
subject from this standpoint, except at the expense of great
tilne and space.
Then, too, the available records of agriculHistory, as we
tural progress are generally unsatisfactory.
know it in our schools, teaches very little of the life of the
rural people, sometimes nothing of it at all.
It is true that scattered here and there in libraries in different parts of the world there are agricultural records of
different kinds, but throughout the most of
these is found lacking the living spirit of
heart interest in the work of agriculture and
the lives of its people, which should be
present if any inspiration is to be secured.
In England, for instance, records of a statistical nature are available from many centuries, and very many books have been written on English agriculture, but most of them
are readable only to the student of rural
economics; they would not interest the average country boy.
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Pride in Agriculture

The

third reason is that a study of the history of agriculture lays a sure foundation for a proper pride in agriculture.
Students of medicine point with justifiable pride to the history
of their profession. Lawyers are proud of the past achievements of men in the legal world. The same is true in a
greater or less degree with all of the other professions.
Agriculture alone has, with the exception of dry, though
necessary records, paid but little attention to the story of the
progress of the basic industry of the race.
And as there is in the story of agricultural
progress a wealth of inspiration that should
form in us a becoming pride in the work of
agriculture, this leavening factor is pai'ticularly necessary.
In America for many years the farmer has
been lampooned and caricatured, partly it
is true because of
his isolation and the
ignorance of the alleged humorist, but also
partly because he had not the proper pride
in the work to which he had given his life.
This has not been the case in other lands or
other times, and it shall be the purpose of
The writer is in the fullest and heartiest
the succeeding articles to tell the story of
accord with the statement made by the
the achievements, the story of the successes
Honorable Perren Baker, that the Golden
and failui-es of individuals and peoples who
Age is not in the past, but is always in the
followed farming in the past, and these
future.
trouble ourselves, then, about
stories shall be told with the hope that their
a history of agriculture? The question is
reception will result in helping to fix the
pertinent and shall receive a plain answer.
ideal set out in the three reasons preceding,
It is obvious in the first place that hope of
that the study of the histoi-y of agriculture
achievement in the future will be more justiwill enable us to profit by the experience of
fied if we are in a position to govern and
others, perhaps in a material way; that it
guide ourselves by a study of the successes
will incline us to true modesty and a pride
and failures of those who have gone before
in an enterprise that can afford the modesty
us.
These lives should not have been lived
because of the reason for its pride.
in vain.
Another reason is that a study of
Outline of Series
the history of agriculture and of the outERNEST A. HOWES, B. Sc.,
The foregoing, then, is introductory to a
standing figures whose record is available,
Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture
series of letters to this magazine, in which
should, if we ai-e normal, beget in us a bein the University of Alberta, who conshall be treated certain individuals and incoming sense of modesty which is a pre- tributes In this Issue the Introductory
cidents with comments and stories and an
article of a series on "The History of
requisite to any greatness.
Perhaps more
Agriculture," to be published in "The
application of the same to the problems of
than the people in any other walk in life, we
U.F. A."
the farmers of Alberta. For example, one
have been inclined to narrow our horizon
article will deal with an irrigation project of many, many
until it enclosed only the whirl of our own lives. If we study
years ago, and perhaps in the light of a pending enterprise this
the story of agriculturists who lived in other days we will find
story will not be uninteresting. Another article will deal with
that there is very little in our lives to which we may apply
the life of a man who honored agricultural pursuits above all
the claim of originalityothers and who looked upon his rural home as the centre of the
Often the very terms we use in our daily conversation have
Later on the story of
deepest kind of worldly enjoyment.
been handed down to us from many generations of farmers.
another noted farmer will show us that the present increased
Three years ago the writer heard a judge in the ring at the
interest in rural economics is only another revolution of the
Chicago International give a general justification for his
wheel in the history of the race, and that many of the prinplacing of an animal by saying, "He sort of fills the eye," and
This is perciples advocated now were advocated long ago.
he said it with all the unction used by "Biddy" when she
haps sufficient to indicate the trend of these articles, and they
announces the new egg. How would he have felt had he known
will be respectfully offered to the readers of this paper with
that an old Greek horseman in spe&king of his beloved animal
the hope that in some little way they may have an influence
twenty-two hundred years ago said, "He fills the gaze of the
on the attitude of the people on the land toward the task which
beholder." Yes, a study of the lives of the farmers who have
they have assigned to themselves—the building of real homes.
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EDITORIAL
The U.F.A.-Labor •Government emerges from the first
Assembly since the Alberta farmwere called upon to form an administration, with a

session of the Legislative
ers

creditable record and a deserved reputation for efficiency

and

square dealing. Without a single supporter in the daily press
itself in the confidence of the people
it has established
of Alberta by honesty in administration, and by the ability
and unmistakable sincerity with which its members have
devoted themselves to their heavy task. None of the ministers

had previous Cabinet experience, and a majority of them, in
common with most of the other members of the Assembly,
had no previous experience in the Legislature. Lack of such
experience has not, however, been an apparent handicap.
The Legislature has been in closer contact with reality than
its predecessors, and this has made for political sincerity.

As an analysis of the Premier's budget speech and of
the estimates for the year revealed, the new Legislature and
the new Government have inherited a legacy of difficult problems.
There has been little disposition to dwell upon the
mistakes of the past, but an examination of expenditures
clearly shows that the necessity of maintaining a political
machine proved a heavy handicap to the late Government
a handicap under which the new Government will not suffer,
since control of political machinery has been placed in the
hands of the people.
It is not possible in limited space to deal exhaustively
with the debates of the session, with the reports of the departments, or with the budget statement, but the answers
to a series of questions put by members are recorded in the
journals of the Assembly. These will be available to the
public, and will repay careful scrutiny.
To take a single instance: Hon. V. W. Smith, the Minister of Railways, stated in answer to a question, that under
a contract concerning the Alberta and Great Waterways railway, signed on August 31, 1920, and terminated since the new
Government came into office, the average price paid to the
Northern Construction Company for work done in Alberta was
73 per cent higher than the rates and prices paid by other
railway companies for similar work, and the Province suffered a loss of $548,000 in consequence of this contract alone.
'It is noteworthy that following the budget speech the
former ministers accepted the Premier's statement without
criticism an unprecedented procedure.
They were at all

—
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times unanxioas to discuss the details of the estimates.
In view of the abnormal activity in district and local highway construction during the weeks immediately preceding
the election of July, 1921, the manner in which road expenditures were incurred aroused much interest in the Assembly.
Hon. Alex. Ross stated that the appropriation for local and
district highways in 1921 was $300,000. The actual expenditure was $653,000, or $353,000 more than the amount voted
by the Legislature. Of the total sum $269,000 was spent
without the authorization of the Department of Public Works.
Some light was shed on the expenditure in Sturgeon by
The
S. A. Carson, who now represents the constituency.
total expenditure on district and local highways in the constituency was about $50,000. Mr. Carson said he had made
careful inquiry, and had ascertained that a very large part
of this expenditure was unauthorized, but was spent under
the direction of four members of the late Legislature, three
drug-store inspectors, one game guardian, and one road inspector.
Premier Greenfield stated in the course of the
discussion that many accounts unauthorized by the department were received by the new Government after it came
into office.
It is

one of the strongest guarantees of future efficiency

and economy that the new Government, not being burdened
with expensive party machinery, will be under obligation, in
apportioning money for public services, to consider the needs
of the community alone. One large item of expenditure, the
most difficult of all to control, will thus be eliminated.
While, during the months which have passed since it
assumed office, the Goveniment has been endeavoring to lay
the foundations of efficiency upon which all permanently
useful reforms must be built, private members of the new
Legislature have gained a high reputation for devotion to
their duties.
A former member who is not friendly to the
U.F.A. frankly stated, after watching proceedings from the
galleries for some weeks, that the personnel of the Assembly

stands higher, in' education, in knowledge of the affairs of
the Province, and especially of the rural communities, and in
capacity for hard work, than any of

its

predecessors.

Mem-

bers have acquired a knowledge of the various departments

which

will be of great future value.

There has been

little

desire to spend the time of the Legislature in attempts to

score debating points, but members have proved themselves
capable of meeting effectively the somewhat old-fashioned
strategy of party leaders who have constituted themselves

the opponents of the Goveisun«it io the Legislature.
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The New Canadian
By

the U.F.A.

An event of historic importance to the
Canadian people and of special interest
to the membership of the U.F.A. is recorded in the opening of the fourteenth
Parliament of Canada at Ottawa on

Precedent
It is also an unique circumstance that
this new group, the second largest, in the
House, decided to assume an independent

in the

House of Commons

Commons. The first article, dealing
with the opening of Parliament and
the beginning of the debate on the
address, is published this week.
attention of the House to the grave conIn his
ditions confronting the country.
opinion the solving of such problems was
of more vital interest to the people of
Canada than the aggrandizement of any
The attitude of the Propolitical party.
gressives, as stressed by Mr. Crerar,
was in brief that of co-operation and
assistance to the Government in all
measures calculated for the general good
of the country, and especially of its farming interests, and particularly not that
of opposing the Government for the mere

sake of opposition and embarrassment.
The speech from the throne, like most

opposition to the left of the speaker, and
is also worthy of note that the first
lady member elected to the Parliament
of Canada was numbered amongst this
group. The Government members occupy
seats to the right of the Speaker's chair,
the cabinet ministers in the front row.
To the left of the Speaker are seated the
Conservatives, the official opposition,

its predecessors, is more rioted for its
omissions and indefiniteness than for
any specific commitments or direct
It refers to the
statement of policy.
world-wide business depression and exis
presses the opinion that the worst
over; refers briefly to the unemployment
situation and the amount contributed by
Government for assisting municipalities

with their leader, Mr. Arthur Meighen,
On the
directly opposite Premier King.
same side of the House, and separated
only by an aisle, are the Progressives.
The two Labor members are seated in
the front row of the Progressive section.
The House on March 8th was unani-

in relieving the

it

mous

in its choice of the Hon. Rodolph
Lemieux, member for Gaspe, as Speaker.
He is one of the oldest and most respected

of the House of Commons. On
assuming his duties Mr. Lemieux spoke
in a very fitting manner, thanking the
House for the very great honor bestowed
on him and stating that from this time
he ceased to be a party man and in future
would become the sei-vant of the House
and in a broader sense, the servant of

members

the country.

The House then adjourned until the
following day at the hour of 3 o'clock
when it was formally opened by the
Governor-General.
The scene in the
Senate Chamber where the speech from
the throne was read, was strikingly brilliant. The Chamber was alight with uniforms, with soft and varied colors of
attractively gowned ladies, while sharp
and distinct were the red and ermine
robes of the judg-es of the Supreme Court.
On Monday, March the 13th, the .speech
from the throne was ably moved and
seconded bv members of the Government,
after which the House was treated by
the leader of the official opposition and
the Prime Mini.ster to an exhibition of
the old time party tactics.
Old Party Feeling in the House
For several hour.s rapier-like thrusts
shot

across

the

floor,

indicating

that

none of the old party venom had been
lost.
In deep contrast to the above, Mr.
Crerar followed, and in a clear and
statesmanlike manner outlined the attitude of the Progressives and called the

looks like a large sized bill of fare
for this session.
The Government is said to want a
short session, but if the opposition members keep up the reputation for longit

Public interest attaches es8th.
pecially to this session because for the
first time in the history of this country

An Unique Departure From

Parliament in Session

During the Parliamentary session an
article will be contributed
to
each
Issue of this paper by the members of
the U.F.A. group In the House of

March

the interests of the farmers are represented directly by sixty-five members
imbued with the idea and purpose of
restoring agriculture to its proper status
as the fundamental and basic industry
of this country, and with the conviction
that the return to stable financial, commercial and industrial conditions and the
reconstruction and progressive development of the nation are dependent directly
upon the restored prosperity of the agricultural classes.

Members

U. F. A.

of

unemployed.

The Decline In Prices
farm products
1921 is referred to, and it is recognized that adequate markets and marketing facilities and reduced transportation and production costs lie at the root
It is possibly worthy
of the problem.
of note that the matter of securing reduction of freight rates is referred to in
eighteen words.
The clause relating to the tariff is as
The

decline in prices of

in

follows:

"You will be invited to consider the
expediency of making some changes in
the Customs tariff. While there are details of revision,
the consideration of
which will require time and care that
are not at present available, there are
features of the tariff which it is felt may
properly be dealt with during the present
session."

This is a very weak-kneed declaration
as compared with the tariff plank in the
Liberal party's platform of 1919, when
remembered that the tariff was
it is
generally considered to be one of the
chief issues in the election campaign
which resulted in bringing the new Govinto office. However, it is probably unsafe to predict that any revision
which may be made will not be upward^
Co-ordination of all Government owned
railways is forecasted and the country
assured that Government ownership will
be given a fair trial.
Return of natural resources to the
prairie provinces is forecasted, but no
doubt this will take some considerable
time for accomplishment.
Immigration, the Washington Disarmament Conference, the Economic Conference at Genoa and a few minor matters
are also refen'ed to, bo that altogether

ernment

winded speeches which they have already
established it is difficult to see how the
session can be short. Toronto is keeping
up its reputation as the Windy City, as

McLean and ex-Mayor Tommy
Church talked for three hours.
Mr. Church created somewhat of a
sensation by his statement that there was
no bigotry in Toronto. Quite a number
of the Progressives have taken part in
the debate with credit to themselves and
both Mr.

to their group.
It is worthy of notice that both Premier King and Mr. Meighen have been at-

tentive listeners when any of the western
farmers were addressing the House.
A delegation from the Canadian Council of Agriculture have met the Premier
ier and some of his colleagues to urge
on the Governnient the desirability of
establishing a wheat board for handling

the wheat crop of 1922.
:o:

"Where the business of government

is

confined to a few, the faculties of the
torpid for want of exercise;
but in Florence every citizen was conversant with, and might hope, at least, to
partake in the government; and hence
was derived that spirit of industry which,
in pursuit of wealth and the extension of
commerce, was so conspicuous and successful.
The fatigues of public life and
the cares of mercantile avocations were
alleviated at times by the study of literature or the speculations of philosophy.
rational and dignified employment engaged those moments of leisure not
necessarily devoted to more important
concerns, and the mind was relaxed without being debilitated, and amused without
being depraved. The superiority which
the Florentines thus acquired was universally acknowledged, and they became
the historians, the poets, the orators and
the preceptors of Europe." Roscoe's
Life of Lorenzo de Medici.

many become

A

—
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ALBERTA TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Nearly 1,000 cities, towns and hamlets
are linked up by the Alberta Government
Telephone system, it is shown in the
annual report of the Department submitted by Hon. V. W. Smith, Minister of
Railways and Telephones.
The total
assets of the system are shown as 23
milli ons of dollars.

-The total gross earnings for the year wgre $2,406,183, and
the sum of $1,558,025 was spent in operation and maintenance, leaving a surplus
of $848,157, to which are added sundry
net earnings of $411,499, making a total
of $1,259,656. After deduction of sinking
fund, interest, commission and contingencies, the net revenue is given for the
year as $268,627. The rural revenue was
$452,006, the exchange revenue $977,962
Throughout the Province there are' 64
farmers' companies operating in conjunction with the system.
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Significance of Democratic

Group

Organization
BY

H. W.

WOOD.

PART THREE

Principles of Organization

Strange to say that while the Manufacturers' Association was an economic
class organization, it fought and subdued
foreign competition by direct political
action.
The Manufacturers' Association
did not have sufficient votes to elect representatives to parliament to enact
class laws in their own interest; so they
had to use some other method to accomplish their purpose. This they were enabled to do by the organized systematic
use of money.

Money Power
Through the agency of hired lobbyists,
supported by newspaper propaganda,
false appeals to patriotism, bogus appeals
in behalf of infant industries, etc., they
began to influence the passage of protective tariff acts which had the effect
of building up a wall against the admission of foreign manufactured products
into their country. Then they could raise
the price of their own products up to the
level of foreign competition, plus the
height of the tariff wall. The results
were so satisfactory that there was an
ever increasing desire to continue to
raise this wall just as long as unorganized industries could pay the price without being destroyed. Largely as a result
of this form of competition, the normal
level of prices, with primary agricultural
products at one end and manufactured
products at the other, has recently been
more out of balance than ever before

known.
Applying the Driving Force
But unconsciously, through the cruelty
with which they systematically applied
their competitive power to the unorganized masses, they were perhaps making
the greatest contribution to social progress that had ever been made. They
were applying the driving force which
was necessary to compel the masses
themselves to organize.
When this process of systematic class
competition began to be oppressive to the
masses of the people they began to cry
out for someone to protect them against
it.
These masses were divided into political party groups and their appeals were
to the politicians who guided the activities of the political parties. They might
as well have appealed to the winds, as
the politicians themselves were under
the control of the organized groups and
could not serve the interests of the spineless, unorganized social elements.
The
people began to shift from one political
party to the other, hoping thereby to
realize on vain promises.
All the time
systematic competition was getting more
unbearable.
Finally this driving force
could be withstood no longer, and the
people themselves began to organize.

The U.

F. A. a Product of

Economic

Class Competition
Of all the major economic classes, the
farmers encountered the most difficulty

With the conclusion of the series of
articles by President Wood, In exposiDemocratic
Group Organization, answers to questions upon the principles which have
tion of the Significance of

been set forth

will

"The U.F.A." An

be

published

in

invitation to readers

submit questions bearing upon the

to

subject

is

given.

Their environment presented many physical difficulties and
tended to develop a spirit averse to orBeing separated from each
ganization.
other by long distances, compelled to
work long hours and to think within
themselves, all tended to develop a spirit
of self-reliant individualism which sometimes grew into suspicious reserve.
in organizing.

There never was a time when farmers
could not have improved agricultural
conditions by organized co-operation.
They had the common interest that
called for co-operative action and many
difficult
problems that invited their
united efforts, but in spite of this the
farmer deluded himself into believing
that he was the most independent man
in the world, and stubbornly refused to
organize.
The competition of organized, economic
classes was the force that drove him to
take this forward step. The U.F.A. is
one of the youngest, though not the
weakest product of this driving force.

The C.M.A.

is

perhaps more i-esponsible

for the existence of the U.F.A. than any
other single body, though it is probable
that neither the C.M.A. nor the U.F.A. is
proud of the fact.

Organizing Strength to Meet Organized
Strength
developed through organizto themselves
after the inauguration of the new regime
of economic class organization, they
found that as individuals they had no
strength to meet organized competition.
The unit of individual strength was too
low and inefficient to cope with the organized class unit. The farmers are now
trying to build this higher unit of
strength, but there is some controversy
among them as to just what elements of
this strength they should build into their

Strength

group

At

is

When farmers came

ation.

unit.

first

many

of

there

them

was a disposition among
to limit their organized

activities to dealing with the

problems of

more systematic and better farming, and
making social neighborhood conditions
Others thought that trade activiand trade problems should be dealt
with, especially as the destructive competition that threatened to overwhelm
them was carried on in the channels of
trade. Others thought that as the combetter.
ties

petition of organized classes was fortified
at every point by legislative enactments,
they should somehow learn to use their
political strength in the defence of their
rights and interests.

Not

Understood
There was not so much divergence of
opinion among farmers as to what should
be done, as there was in regard to how
to go about it. There was general agreement that the improvement of farming
methods, and making neighborhood conditions better were perfectly legitimate
functions of the oi-ganization. But when
it came to matters of trade there was
some confusion of thought, and an inclination to separate trade and trading
activities from the organization, or connect it up in a loose-jointed way. When
it

came

to politics thei-e

was an almost

universal- disposition among farmers to
separate their political activities from
their organization. I use the word "disposition" in this connection because
farmers seemed to turn involuntarily to
the political party system as a rhatter of
course without giving the subject sufficient consideration to develop an intelligent opinion. They seemed to have a
fixed idea that as the party system was
the only one that had been developed in
the past through which they could exercise their franchise, that no other could
or would be developed, and they involuntarily pursued the phantom idea of ci'eat-

ing a new political party which in some
mysterious way could give better results
than the old ones had given. This false
assumption has been the cause of the
wreck of more farmers' primary organizations than all other causes combined.
Citizenship Power Must be Mobilized
If the farmers are justified in organizing on the economic class basis to protect their economic rights and interests,
it is logical and- expedient
that they
should mobilize their full strength to protect those rights at every point where

they are being attacked competitively by
other economic class groups. And whatever doubt there may be in regard to
minor details, there is no doubt that they
are being attacked through both the
and
political
channels.
commercial
Political action is being used to fortify
and assist commercial interest.
As has been said before, the present
highly organized economic classes cannot deal with legislative affairs by putting representatives in parliament with
The great power and
their own votes.
they exercise politically is
influence
through the use of money. It is money
power, and the farmers will have to develop a power sufficient to meet it. They
have not the money with which to do this,
but they have a greater eienient of power
than money, which is their franchise.
This is the true social power, while money
is a false one, but the false power of
money, organized and used systematically
is greater than the true power unorganBefore
ized and unintelligently used.
the farmers can overcome the competition of organized money power, they will

Continued on page 27.
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Western Members Voice Demand for the
Wheat Board
A memorandum

presented to the FedMarch by the Canadian Council of Agriculture, asking the
re-establishment of the Canadian Wheat
Board, will be referred to the House of
Commons Committee on Agi-iculture.
The committee this year consists of lOB
members, of whom 29 are Progressives
and Independents, and the remainder
Among
and Conservatives.
Liberals
prominent members are Hon. W. R.
Motherwell, Minister of Agriculture;
Hon. Chas. Stewart, Minister of the Interior; J. E. Sinclair, Hon. S. F. Tolmie,
Hon. T. A. Crerar, H. S. Stevens.
Several of the members who spoke in
the House of Commons on the address in
reply to the speech from the throne referred to the wheat marketing question.
statements,
as
Extracts from their
quoted in Hansard, the official report,
are given below.
eral

Government

in

Hon. T. A. Crerar
Hon. T. A. Crerar, speaking on March
Wheat Board:

14, said in reference to the

"There is a widespread feeling in
Western Canada, shared not only by producers, but by many business men as
Canada Wheat Board
well, that the
should be re-established in a temporary
way, and I noted with interest the statement of my honorable friend the Prime
Minister yesterday that the whole question of marketing wheat is to be referred
to the Standing Committee on Agriculture. I would suggest that it be done as
quickly as possible so that the whole
matter can be thoroughly inquired

into.

right hon. friend who leads the Opposition has advanced a proposal that
may have some merit in it, the proposal
of a voluntary wheat pool under the control of the Government, but I am not
convinced that that proposal as a permanent method of marketing grain, or
indeed the method of a Government
Wheat Board as a permanent method of
marketing grain, is the best and soundest

My

method.
Pooling in United States
recently had the opportunity of
learning that in the United States great
progress has been made in the past few
years in the development of co-operative
pooling organizations, handling fruits,
grain and other commodities used and
produced by the farmers. In the United
States, within the past year, the Federal
Government has given substantial assistance in the way of financing these
That
pools in their selling operations.
was done through the revival of the War
Finance Corporation, which it will be recalled functioned in the United States
during the war. This question of how
the Government can aid by assistance of
this kind is one that might very well engage the attention of the Government.
I can tell them now that they will have
the opposition of our banking institutions, but our banking institutions are
not freighted with all the financial wis"I

dom

This
that this country contains.
question is one that should receive the
consideration of the Government, and it
is a field that can be explored, I feel
sure, with great profit to the country."

Alfred Speakman

Alfred Speakman, M.P. for Red Deer,
said on March 14th:

"We have come to this conclusion,
after a great deal of thought and experience that if we are to succeed in
business we must have some method of
controlling the marketing of products.
By that I mean some method by which the
producer controls the marketing and
flow of his own products until they arrive at their ultimate destination.
are not particularly desirous of controlrecognize that it is
ling the price.
impossible for the farmers of one nation
to control prices, but we believe that by
controlling the flow, so that the products arrive at the markets of the world,
throughout the year, as those markets

—

We

We

can absorb them,

we can

stabilize the

prices and receive the highest average
world price throughout the year. As to
the form that this control should take,
I am not prepared to say; that will have
to be settled later on. I believe that the
ultimate solution will be some form of
co-operative organization by the farmers themselves; but I also believe that,
for the present, some form of Government board will have to be adopted.
That, however, I will leave to the future;
it will be discussed in Committee, and I
shall not

go further

in detail in that re-

spect just now."

lakes not less than $1.35 per bushel. At
the opening of the season of 1921 the
market opened I think around $1.64 for
delivery at the head of the lakes
speak subject to correction, but I believe
that is correct. That should give us a
profit.
But immediately the wheat began to move, the price dropped until it
touched the minimum of $1.07 at the
head of the lakes. To-day it stands
somewhere around $1.40, so that it is

—

probably paying a little to produce wheat
at the present time.

"The

decision

whether or not the
the farmers of West-

Wheat Board which

ern Canada are asking for should be established in the immediate future, should
be delayed no longer. The country cannot afford to wait. There is plenty of
evidence available at this time that
under the present circumstances it is a
desirable
method of marketing the
wheat crop of 1922. I know that it is in
the campaign literature of the Minister
of Agriculture in this Government (Mr.
Motherwell), and that his supporters in
the constituency of Regina made it their
chief plea, that the hon. member if
elected to the House would secure the
re-establishment of the Canada Wheat
Board. If the country does not get almost immediately the promise of the reestablishment of the Wheat Board to
handle, as a national selling agency, the
wheat crop of 1922, production for this
year will be seriously curtailed. If the
wheat is to be sown during the month
of April the farmers of the three provinces must have this assurance or they
will not sow nearly the acreage which
they otherwise would have done."
D. M. Kennedy

R. M. Johnson

Moose

D. M. Kennedy, M.P. for West Edmonton, said on March 16, in reference
to the Wheat Board:

"Perhaps a co-operative system owned,
operated and controlled by the producers
themselves would be the most ideal. But
we are still living in abnormal times so
far as the marketing of our grain in
Western Canada is concerned, and we
cannot wait until we get back to normal
times for the building up of that ideal

"I want to emphasize the fact that
Western Canada does need the Wheat
Board, and is demanding the old Board
under the old conditions. We want to

R; M. Johnson, member for
Jaw, on March 15, said in part:

co-operative system which

we

shall strive

to attain in the near future.

I regret to
confess that the farmers of Western
Canada are not prospering to-day; I believe that on the prairie provinces this
last year ninety per cent of our farmers
produced their crops at an actual loss.

"I do not believe the wheat of the
prairie provinces this year could be produced and pay a profit at less than $1.10
at the nearest point of delivery. To that
you have to add freight and other
charges, these amounting to about 25
cents per bushel from about the centre
of the prairie provinces, although the
last reduction in freight rates did reduce
that a little. That means that the crop
of Western Canada to be produced at a
profit must bring at the head of the

see

it in operation for the 1922
crop
It
the general wish in the West to see
the Wheat Board ready to take over
that
crop, and we want to see it established
as soon as possible."
is

Messrs. Speakman and Kennedy are
the only U. F. A. members who
had
spoken on the address at the time
of
writing this summary.

CANADIAN BORROWINGS
Statistics given in the
cial

Supplement of the

Annual FinanToronto Globe

show that during 1921 Canadian bor-

rowmgs were

as follows:
Govemmpnf
$133,488,500; Municipal issues
$88,805,973; Railway issues, $101 i^n
000; Public Utilities, $15,450,000;
mis!
cellaneous
issues,
$61,290,345:
total
^°^^>
'
$400,184,818.
i.'^sues,

'

THE

In the Legislative
By

Liquor Act,
which will tend to strengthen the hands
of the Government in providing for a
stricter enforcement of the Act, were introduced by the Attorney-General, Mr.
Brownlee. In brief, the amendments are
to the

^

as follows:

No change

in the principle of the pre-

sent Act.

Government

by

proclamation

may

open dispensaries at such places as they
think advisable.
Drug stores will be permitted to continue sale of liquor until Government
dispensaries are established after which
they may sell only by six-ounce bottle
on prescription.
Incorporated drug stores subject to
same responsibilities as those -not incorporated.
Penalties for unlawful possession of
liquor other than in a common dwelling,
increased in minimum from $20 to $50.
Penalties by way of fines not increased but magistrates for first offenses may (1) fine; (2) both fine and
imprison; (3) imprison.
Liquor Act Commissioner to be

ap-

pointed.

Government by

Assembly

the Publicity Commissioner, Government Building, Edmonton.

Liquor Act Amendments

The amendments
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order-in-council

may

regulate and limit the amount of liquor
which may be sold to "privileged" persons, and determine the number of prescriptions which may be issued to a
physician, and also the maximum amount
of liquor which may be prescribed.
Restaurants, buffets, etc., are liable to
a fine of from $200 to $1,000 for first ofSuch places
fenses for unlawful sale.
will also be placed under license by a
special act.

Liquor export houses will be regulated
under a new act, this to provide for a
tax based on the stock carried with a
maximum of $2,000 annually, and a surtax of $2 per gallon proof spirit in excess of 1,000 gallons.

The Dairy Act
It is estimated that the elimination of
the cream stations will save the industry
$150,000 a year in addition to making it
possible to greatly improve the quality
of- the product, since the cream will be
graded at the creameries by tiie Government graders. Under the new Dairy
Act direct shipment of cream will replace the service formerly given by the
Government cream stations. All cream
shipped to central plants will be graded
by Government graders, and thus, owing
•to the direct contact between the graders
and the cream patron, there will be a
constant inducement to maintain a high
quality of cream. At present prices and
with a 4 cents a pound spread between

direct shipment and cream station price,
there will be a saving of 13 1-3 per cent.
Amendments to the School Grants Act
will enable the Government to give somewhat extended grants to High Schools
and to assist night instruction to a
greater
extent.
Amendments to the

School Ordinance provide that town and
village High Schools may charge fees
to non-resident pupils.

The new Superannuation Act for civil
servants provides for retirement of civil
servants at the age of 65, and for creation of a superannuation fund by deduction of four per cent of salaries, the
Government providing a like sum. The
new Act will be administered by a superannuation board.
The new Tax Recovery Act has been
passed and will come into effect July 1.

New provisions for fighting pests put
obligations on farmers to destroy pests
found on their farms, and give right to
Government officials to enter upon land
to take such action as may be necessary
for the destruction of pests.
Provision
is made for supplying of poison which
may be secured through municipalities
free for use on farm lands, and at cost
price for use on railway rights of way,
roads or irrigation ditches. Mixing stations and distributing centers are provided for.

Amendments

to the Motor Vehicles
will provide a new feature in checking speeders in the Province, by making
it possible for magistrates to impound
for a certain period, the autos of those

Act

convicted under certain section of the
Act relating to excessive speed or driving car while intoxicated.

The A. & G. W. Contract
In response to Mr. Claypool, of Didsbury, Hon. V. W. Smith, Minister of
Railways, told the Assembly that the
contract entered into between the Northern Construction Company on the A. &
G.

W. Railway on August

been terminated.

company

31, 1920,

has

The Province paid the

under the conThis averaged 73 per cent higher
than rates and prices paid by other railway companies for similar work in Alberta at concurrent periods of time,
where contractors did not receive free
$1,740,447.82

tract.

transportation.

The work was performed at approximately 57 per cent in excess of schedule
of unit prices set out in the contract.

It

was estimated that the

province lost
$548,000 by reason of the contract with
thie company, and that another $70,000
was lost in revenue, freight and passengers, through the company having free
transportation over the line.
Mr. Edwards, of Calgary, was told
that the total receipts in liquor vendors'
stores during 1921 were $2,166,739.82, the
net profit for the year was $571,926.83,
the average amount invested in stock
during the year was $924,683.52, the
total net profits since the vendors' stores

were opened was $2,108,752.13.
Departmental Salaries
Mr. Milnes, of Claresholm, was told
that the total salaries of all departments
of the Government were $3,353,610.56,
that the total bonus paid in 1921 was
$229,170. He was also told that the Government was taking into consideration
the whole question of salaries and bonuses of the

civil service.

Mrs. McClung, of Edmonton, was
given some information concerning the

Women's

Institutes, to the effect that in
1915, there were 42 Women's Institutes

and in 1921 there were 330. The membership in 1921 was 15,300, it having
been 1,400 in 1915. Total attendance at
demonstrations and lectures in 1919 had
been 21,000 and in 1921 had been 17,691.
The local Institutes raised $90,000 in
1921.

The members- will not be paid extra
indemnity for the special session, to be
held in November, it is announced.
Seed and Relief
The bills respecting supply of seed
and relief to the farmers were passed
with amendments made in committee
providing that the maximum advance of
seed for any one quarter-section shall be
$130 instead of $100, and not over $260
to any one person in any one year, and

maximum

of all loans made to
shall not exceed $1,030.
Amendments to the general Irrigation
Act will make it possible for the irrigation districts to carry, on their own colonization schemes.
In this connection
Premier Greenfield announced the policy of the Government to be that coloni-

that the

any farmer

zation should keep pace with development
of these irrigation projects.
The bill giving guarantee to the bonds
of the South Macleod irrigation project
was passed. The total guarantee on
this project is $2,050,000.
Four bills to incorporate German Hutterite land holding associations were
thrown out by the Assembly.

Tax Recovery Act

A new Tax

Recovery Act introduced
by Hon. Mr. Reid will provide new procedui'e with respect to sale of lands for
taxes. Instead of sale by auction of such

lands the year after taxes are due, the
municipality will simply file a caveat
against the land.
year later the municipality will apply for title, if taxes are
still in arrears, and in the year following that, the land must be offered for
sale by auction. This will give approximately two years for the owner to redeem by paying off all taxes due.
Acts passed include those made necessary by the transference of the irrigation
and drainage branches from the Department of Public Works to the control of
the Minister of Railways and Telephones.
The amendments to the Mines Act were
also passed, providing for a pay-day
every alternate Saturday, and for certain
requirements with respect to qualifications of mine managers.
The amendments to the Agricultural Societies Ordinance, and the bill to provide for the revision of the statutes, were also passed.
Amendments to the Stock Inspection
Act provide for elimination of stock inspectors at country points, and the establishment of inspectors at Moose Jaw
and Winnipeg who will inspect all Alberta stock at these*points.

A

The Game Act
Under the amendments
Act

to

the

Game

has been decided to permit the
use of the pump gun in the Province, and
also

it

to

allow the

season

for

chicken

and Hungarian partridge to stand as at
(Continued on Page 26)
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Causes of Depression in
and Industry

griculture

A SYMPOSIUM OF OPINIONS
PART THREE

The Douglas

proposals, which would
applied to agriculture, a

Involve, as
pooling or co-operative system of marketing products, have been adopted as
subjects
in
the honors course in
economics at the University of Sydney,
They are endorsed by
In Australia.
Professor Pirou, of the University of

The Proposed Solution
To the question formulated by "The
Financial Times," and, somewhat despairingly, by the "Rochester Herald," in the
article quoted in Part Two, a number of
British economists believe they have dis-

Bordeaux, an economist of European
and world standing. During the debate
on the address at Ottawa In March
they were discussed by William Irvine,
M.P. for East Calgary, who suggested
the appointment by the Government of
a committee composed of members of
of
interests
producing
great
the
Canada, and the retail merchants, "to
system,
investigate the present credit
how it functions, and its relation to
modern industrialism," and particularly to inquire into the Douglas system. The Bank Act comes up for revision in 1923, and it was urged that
be appointed
this committee should
now, in order that all information
might be available.

covered an answer.
Early last year a group of financial

and commercial experts, after considering the problem of trade depression and
unemployment at a gathering in London,
decided that there was no remedy, that
the dislocation of industry which brings
great
in its train ruin and misery for
masses of the people, including many of
the primary producers, was inevitable.
One of the experts taking part in the conference, a merchant, declared that periods

of trade depression and unemployment
are the results of natural laws, have
occurred every ten or twelve years for
to
the past century, and must continue
Another quoted with approval a
occur.
statement by Premier Lloyd George to

the effect that the ci-isis came as a reconsesult of the war, and that the
quences were inevitable and irremediable.
A third, a financier, contended that all
financial troubles which had followed in
the wake of the armistice were the direct

consequences of currency inflation and
the creation of paper money, and added,
dif"If we had stuck to gold, all these
ficulties might have been avoided." Another attributed the depression to the de-

mands
first

of labor,

and declared,

A

reduce wages."

"We must

fifth held the

government responsible by reason of
their having retained so many restrictions upon trade since peace was declared.

_

.

all these opinions Mr. Arthur
Kitson, a successful manufacturer in a
large way who has had experience in
both Great Britain and the United States,

With

declared himself in total disagreement.
Mr. Kitson is a member of a school of

economists who have commanded increased attention during the past few
He himself has written several
years.
important works on financial problems.
He contended that "the problem is not
only capable of solution, but is so simple
that future generations will read the
writings and speeches of present-day
•authorities' with the same amusement
and astonishment as that with which
schoolboys read the essays of a certain
doctor of science fifty years ago, in
which he sought to prove that no vessel
built of steel could possibly float." At
the end of the war, he pointed out, the
world was left with a vast shortage of
goods of every description, and every
condition for a long period of prosperity
existed.

Kitson's Plan Accepted.

Mr. Kitson was finally challenged by
his opponents to furnish a remedy for industrial depression and unemployment.

He

accepted the challenge and published
Trade Supplement of the
London Times. There he initiated a discussion which continued for many vreeks.
Since its completion every member of the
group above referred to has agreed that
Mr. Kitson "has fulfilled his promise,
which was to furnish a rational solution."
The financial and business experts who
issued the challenge stated that "until
his reply in the

demonstrated to be falit should be regarded as
a true remedy." In view of this endorse-

this solution is

lacious

we

think

it may be considered worthy of examination. It may be stated,, however,
that the city editor of the Times has not
himself endorsed the proposals.

ment

Diagnosis of Present Evils
In his articles in The Times Trade
Supplement, which have recently been
published in book form under the title
"Unemployment, the Cause, and a Rem-

edy" (Cecil Palmer, London) Mr. Kitson
enters into an examination of present
economic conditions, gives reasons for his
periodic breakdowns of the
machinery of production must continue
until certain important modifications of
the credit system have been adopted, and
concludes by endorsing a remedy proposed by Major C. H. Douglas, M I.
Mech. E., an economist and engineer who
has explained his concrete proposals, as
well as the theory of credit upon which
they are based, in two volumes which
have aroused much interest.
Major Douglas was employed by the
British Government during the war in the
"costings" department of the Royal Air
Force. There he was able to supplement
his previous business and engineering
experience by a thorough examination
of the problem of costs and prices in
large industrial undertakings.
He has
published two books during recent years,
"Economic Democracy," and "CreditPower and Democracy" (published by
Cecil Palmer, London), to the second of
which an appendix has been added by
Mr. A. R. Orage, editor of "The New
Age." In these books the author attributes
belief that

trade depression and unemployment to
faults inherent in the present form of
control of the financial and credit systems, and makes definite proposals for
the removal of these defects.

Democratic Control Through Producers'
Banks.

The essence of the proposals is the
democratic control of credit by means of
producers' banks.
But before entering into the details
of the scheme it will be advisable to consider first Mr. Kitson's diagnosis of
present evils, and then the principles
which underlie the Douglas plan. It will
be possible to give only a very brief outline of the proposals.
The treatment
cannot be adequate,,.but it may convey at
least some indication of the conceptions
of production and of the function of
credit upon which the scheme is based.

Why

Proposed Reforms Remain
Unconsidered

In his opening chapter Mr. Kitson cites
reasons why, in his opinion, proposed
remedies for trade depression have in
the past remained neglected.
He suggests that there has been a deliberate
boycott of discussion by those who exercise supreme financial control in the
modem world, and by governments which
in the last analysis are compelled to
act in large measure as the instruments
of financial interests.
"There are many
obstacles to human progress arising from
natural causes over which man has little
or no control," says Mr. Kitson. "There
are others which are far the more numerous, and entirely the result of man's
stupidity,
superstition,
prejudice and
greed.
These obstacles can be removed
as soon as the causes
are
generally
known provided the majority of the
people are determined to remove them. Of
all these
evils the most unnecessary,
those which any free and intelligent gov-

—

ernment could, if it really desired, most
easily avoid, are poverty and unemployment.

"That the government of a country
which has had more than two centuries'
experience in industrialism should have
the temerity to admit that they know of
no method by which the national industrial machine can be kept busy when
myriads are perishing for lack of goods,
is one of the most disgraceful confessions any body of intelligent men could
possibly make. Yet we find the leaders
of every political party statesmen, financiers, labor members, economic professors, journalists, and divines publicly
acknowledging that in their judgment unemployment is beyond human control (the
depression which has come upon the

—

—

agricultural industry in Canada sprang,
according to Mr. Kitson's argument, from
the same cause as unemployment). This
is an acknowledgement of ignorance
and
stupidity which ought to brand them as

Continued on page

27.
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Information from Central OflSce for OflScers and Members.

UNIVERSITY

WEEK FOR FARM

YOUNG PEOPLE.

Locals.
Send in your subscription and
Address Junior
of delegates now.

list

The fourth annual "University Week
Young People" will ibe held at

Conference Fund, U.F.A. Central

University of Alberta, Edmonton,
June 7th to 13th inclusive. Delegates to
the three conferences already held have
taken to their home districts such glowing reports of the benefits derived from
this week's study and recreation in the
beautiful surrounddngs of the University
that it is hardly necessairy to describe
the activities of the week in detail.

:o:

the

Delegates will be housed in the dormitories of the University and board and
room for the week will be furnished at
The program, occupying the full
$10.50.
week, will consist of a well balanced
course of lectures on subjects of especial
value and interest to young farm people,
nature study tramps, wholesome trecreation in the form of group games and
physical drill, moving pictures, community singing and visits to the Government
buildings and other places of interest.
We feel sure the organization as a
whole will endeavor to place this opportunity in the hands of every farm boy or
girl who is interested.
With the cooperation of our Locals we hope to be
able to defray a large portion of the railway fares of the delegates.

To Assist the Young People

The following plan
to assist the

"has toeen

young people

adopted

to attend the

Conference

Every Locai

ASSOCIATION TERMS.
By resolution of the Central Board of
Directors at a meeting immediately
following the Convention, the following
terms are recommended for use throughout the organization, in order to avoid
confusion of terms in describing the
various branches of the organization:
1.
Local The local union shall be
known as The Local.
District Association
The term
2.
District Association shall be applied to
a group of Locals formed for either trading or educational purposes, usually comprising five to fifteen Locals grouped
around a convenient meeting place.
3. Provincial Constituency Association
The Provincial Constituency Association shall be an association of all Locals
in the Provincial Constituency, formed
for the purpose of taking Provincial
Such association may
political action.
also discuss any other U. F. A. matters.
Federal Constituency Association
4.
The Federal Constituency Association
shall be an association of all Locals in
the Federal Constituency, formed for the
purpose of taking Federal political action.
Such association may also discuss
any other U. F. A. matter.3.
Association The term Association
5.
is properly applied to the whole organization of the United Farmers of Alberta.

—

—

—

—

:o:

requested to contribute at least $5 to the Junior Conference
fund, wliether it is sending delegates or
1.

Office,

Lougheed Building, Calgary.

for PTarm

is

not.

COMMUNITY LEASES
The desirability of setting apart certain lease lands to be used as community
leases for the benefit of the small farmers

2.
Every Local sending delegates will
be required to contribute not less than

in a community, under community regulations, has been put forward in some

$5 per delegate.
3.
If the Junior Conference fund is
sufRoient, ithe railway fares of all delegates will Ibe paid out of the fund. If the
fund is insufRcient to pay the total railway fare, the amount subscribed wiJl be
pro-rated among all the delegates. Supposing the total railway fare of all the
delegates amounted to $1,200 and the
contributions to the Conference fund
yielded $900, this would enable every
delegate to receive from the fund 75% of
the railway fare paid.

Locals as a method of meeting the difficulty of finding sufficient feed for stock,
which has been experienced in many districts during recent dry years.
Central
Office has been favored by a correspondent with a suggested outline for operating a community lease proposition. On
the other hand, it has been suggested
that there are some real drawbacks to
such a proposition, and an alternative
plan is being put forward in this connection. We have not room to publish these,
but Central Office will be glad to furnish
copies to any Locals which wpuld like
to take the matter up for discussion.

4.

board

All
bill

delegates wilil pay their
at the University.

own

The Conference

will provide experience
which cannot fail to give our young farm
people a vision of life and service, and

we

feel sure all our Locals, whether they
have young people within the age limit
(16 to 25) or not, wiiU be glad to con-

tribute their share.

Names

of all young people who wish to
attend the Conference should be sent to
Central Office as soon as possible. All
mem'bers of Junior Branches (U.F.A.),
Junior members of U.F.A. and U.P.W.A.
Locals, and sons and daughters of U.F.A.

and U.F.W.A. members in good standing
are eligible.
Only these will receive
assistance from the Junior Confeirence
fund subscribed by U.F.A. and U.P.W.A.

Department; special article on the work
of Central Office; reports of the following
committees: Provincial Platform, Foreign
Born, Wheat Markets, Labor, Chilled
Meat (U.F.A.); and Legislative, Marketing, Educational, Health and Social Service (U.F.W.A.).

Order your supply of copies now.
:o:

LITERATURE AT CENTRAL.
The following books and pamphlets can
be obtained from Central Office at moderate charges. Every Local should have
a selection of this literature:
Deep Furrows, by Hopkins Moorhouse
$1.50
The Challenge of Agriculture, by
M. H. Staples
1.25
The Farmers in Politics, by William
Irvine

1.50

Deachman Before

the Tariff

Com-

mission
Speaker's Handbook (dealing v/ith

.10

Tariff and Canadian Problems)
5,000 Facts About Canada
How to Organize and Carry on a

.10
.30

Local

How

.10

Conduct a Public Meeting
Constitution,
with
Amendments.
French and English. 5c. each or
per dozen
Working Hints for U.F.W.A.
Daylight on the Money and Banking
Question, by R. C. Owens
to

.10

.40
.05
.25

Nationalization of Credit, by Geo.

Bevington
.05
U.F.A. Bulletin on Banking, No. 12 .10
U.F.A. Bulletin on Banking, No. 20 .15
Annual Report U.F.A.
.15
Free Literature
Central Office has oh hand for free distribution to Locals the following leaflets
and pamphlets:
Should Non-Farmers be admitted into

Membership ?
to Make Your Meetings Interesting.
Is Your Local Getting the Young Men ?

How

Duties of Directors.

Value of a Picnic.

Community

Halls.

Organizing a Chatauqua.

The U.F.A., What
Done, and

What

It Is,
It Aims

What

It

Has

To Do.

Christianity and the Basic Industry.
Farmers' Federal Platform.
Political Awakening of Canadian People.
Provincial Platform.
Crerar's Manifesto.

How

Aliens May Be Naturalized.
The Soldier and the Land.

:o:

Tariff and Taxation.

ANNUAL REPORT.

Tax?
Where Ought the Revenue to Come
From?
Where the Farmer Touches City Labor.
How Much Does the West Pay?
Hits Taxpayer Two Ways.

The 1921 .Annual Report of the U.F.A.
and U F.W.A., together with report of
the 1922 Annual Convention, is now being
prepared for distribution. A copy will be
sent to the secretary of each Local; additional copies may be secured at a cost of
fifteen cents each.

This Annual Report will contain, in
addition to the minutes of the U.F.A. and
U.F.W.A. Conventions, the annual address of President Wood; the annual
address of Mrs. Sears, President of the
U.F.W.A.; reports of Executive of U.F.A.
and U.F.W.A. Directors; reports of
U.F.A., U.F.W.A. and Junior Branch
Secretaries; report of the Educational

Tariff or Sales

1921 Budget.
Progress or Reaction?
A New National Policy,
Tariff's Toll on Children.
Railway Burden Means Taxation.
Co-operation.
Incorporation of Co-operative Society.
How to Start a Co-op. Store.
National Marketing of Grain.
National Marketing of Wheat.
Live Wires and Baled Hay.
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taries' conferences,

U.F.A. Secretaries in Conference
The need for active organization work
has become not less, but greater, as the
outcome of the elections of the past year.
This was the opinion expressed by many
speakers at a conference in the Arts
building of the University of Alberta on

March

15th,

of

secretaries

and other

U. F. A. workers in attendance at the
recent short course in agriculture and
Thirty-four persons were
economics.
present, and combined enthusiasm for
the expansion of the work of the U.F.A.
v/ith a detei-mination to acquire a thorough knowledge of the problems with
which the organization is being called
upon to deal. One of the secretaries, Mr.
John H. Wiper, of Harmattan, stated
that in order to attend the conference
he had made that week the first railway
journey he had undertaken during the
past twelve years.
The conference was called to order at
9:30 in the morning by H. Higginbotham,
Provincial Secretary, and H. E. G. H.
Scholefield, Vice-President, followed with
an address of welcome and encouragement to the delegates. In the afternoon
the workers visited the University farm,
aftem'ards meeting for an evening session.

Importance of Junior Work
The work of the Junior branch and of
the U. F. W. A. were discussed very
fully during the morning, Mrs. R. Clarke
Eraser, Convenor of Young People's
Work, appealing to the members of the
Senior branches to assist the Juniors in
their work, and Mrs. Gunn, First VicePresident of the U. F. W. A., who was
Convenor of Young People's Work last
year, also emphasizing the importance
Only
of
the young people's work.
through the Junior organization, she
said, could a suitable type of leaders be
trained to take the place of the leaders
of today, as these leaders were called

A Matter for Locals
delegate questioned the desirability

A

of admitting bank managers to membership in the U. F. A., suggesting that the
influence of bank managers upon legislation was excessive, and frequently was
not in the interests of the farming

community. It was pointed out that
this is a matter for the Locals to
decide.
According to the constitution
new members must be elected by a majority of members present at a regular
meeting of a Local.
Mr. E. S. McRory, Western manager
of the U. G. G., in addressing the conference, explained the reason for the
educational grant made to the U. F. A.
"I feel that the U. F. A. has as much
right to share this revenue as anyone,"
he said, "for we are part of the U. P. A."
The natural tendency of the present U.
G. G. board was to work towards the
establishment of the co-operative dividend.
Increased Imnortance of Organization
At the evening session addresses were
sriven
ley,

of

bv Hon. V. W. Smith, John Buck-

M L.A.,

whom

ing not

and

S.

Brown, M.L.A.,

all

ursred the importance of devotdecreased but increased atten-

tion to organization work, now that the
elections are over.
Mr. Smith also gave

an interesting account of the work which
i^ beins- done in his Departments.
In
view of the prevailing adverse conditions, he said, it was not considered desirable to raise the telephone rates at
the present time.
Mr.
Brown declared
that
as
result
a
of
the
educational work carried on by the
T.ocals in the past, the members of the
U. F. A. side of the Legislature had been
able to acquit themselves in the Legislature in a manner which gave some surprise to opponents.
John Slattery, secretary of the Camrose Provincial Constituency Association and the Victoria
federal Constituency Association, referrpd to a ouestionnaire on economic
ponditoTis in the farminsr industry which
the Victoria Constituency Association
were sending out for educational pur-

upon to take new responsibilities. It was
necessary to train for service men and
women capable of thinking for themselves, who would not slavishly follow a
Mrs. Gunn dwelt on the
beaten path.
value of instruction in parliamentary
She also briefly referred to
procedure.
poses.
the work of the educational committee
The Membership Fee
of the U. F. A.
Discussion of the affairs of the U. F.
Referring to the membership fee, Mr.
W. A. revealed the fact that a majority Wallace, of Red Deer, said there was
of the localities represented at the consome feeling in his district that expenses
ference have separate women's organizashould be curtailed.
Several speakers
One of the speakers remarked, ioined in the discussion,
tions.
urging the
"We thought that the formation of the importance of maintaininsrallthe
work of
U. F. W. A. would have the effect of
the org-anization unimpaired, and statins
breaking up our U. F. A., but we find
that they expected to increase their memthat exactly the reverse has been the
bership, notwithstanding the increased
while
another declared, "We
case."
fee.
Mrs. Fraser said that in Medicine
find that it is always the women who
Hat. which was suffering: severely as a
money,
not
the
men,
because
the
have
result of succesive crop failures,
she
the women know how to raise it at endid not believe one member would be lost
tertainments." The desirability of holdon account of the increased fee.
The
ing periodic joint meetings was dwelt
Locals in several districts planned to
Mrs. Fraser called attention to
uponraise the $2 fee to Central, and then
the fact that the U. F. W. A. is the
finance themselves by entertainments.
only organization in which the women
The opinion was expressed that "The
may work side by side with the men, and U. F A.", the organization newspaper,
the logical organization for farm
is
would materially assist in holding the
women. Several delegates .spoke of the piembership during the present year.
(rood work done in behalf of the Juniors
Concentration upon organization work,
by teachers in the schools in their localiand upon efforts to improve the system
that
as.sihtance
pointed
out
was
It
ties.
of marketinc farm products, was "ureed
given by teachers in their leisure hours
by Mr. Higginbotham. Some discussion
may be of very great value.
took place upon future plans for
_

secre-

and several delegates

spoke appreciatively of these gatherings.
Mr. M. W. Moljmeaux replied to questions relating to the U. G. G.
Mr. H. Wallace moved and it was
seconded that the Secretaries* Conference be held on the day immediately
preceding the Annual Convention. On a
vote being taken the motion was lost.
A motion was then put and carried, that
Secretaries' Conferences be held in Calgary and Edmonton each year during the

months of June or

July.

-:o:

Successful Course
at the University
Fifty-five persons, the majority of them
secretaries of U.F.A. Locals, registered
for the short course in agriculture and
economics arranged Iby the University of
Alberta, from March 13th tb 17th, in Ed-

monton.

While the attendance was not
had been hoped, it was. in

so large as

view of the prevailing adverse conditions,
very satisfactory. The course provided
for those who were able to take advantage of it an excellent foundation for the
study of subjects covering a wide field.
The courtesy extended by the University
authorities, by the lecturers, and esipeciaily by Mr. A. E. Otteweill. the Dlrectoir
of the Department of Extension, who was
in charge of all arrangements, was much
appreciated by the members who attended.

The propram as outlined in the first
"The U.F.A." wag followed fairly

issue of

the lecturers being Mr. H. S.
Patton. who delivered a valuable series
of lectures on banking and other financial
Questions:
Dean Howes, Prof. Wyatt,
Prof. Dowell, Prof. Fryer, Prof. Cutler.
President' Tory, Mr. D. E. Cameron and
Mr. Ottewell, of the University Faculty;
and Mr. C. Marker, Provincial Dairy Commissioner, and Mr. Whlston, of the Department of Public Health.
closely,

Dinner at University
Hon. Perren Baker addressed a platform meeting on March 13, and In the
absence of President Wood, who was In
Ottawa. Mr. H. E. G. H. Scholefield. vicepresident of the U.F.A., addressed the
Tuesday evening meeting.
On Friday
evening, March 17th, at the close of thp
course, the students attending the course
were entertained at dinner at the University.
Dr. Tory, who presided, f
pressed appreciation of the fine spirit
shown by the students, and described an
interesting and successful experiment In

democratic government which has been

made In the goveimment of the Internal
affairs of the University. Mrs. R. Clarke
Fraser.
In
thanking the University
authorities In behalf of the U.P.A. for
the courtesies extended, said that the
only reason why the Convocation hall

had not been

filled

that agriculture
times.

had

to overflowing was
fallen upon hard

Mr. M. Chomohus spoke briefly, voicthe appreciation of new Canadians
who have profited by the educational
facilities provided by the University.
A
ina:

visit to the Legislative

an interesting
program.

Assembly formed

feature

of

the week's

anticipated that arrangements will
be made for the publication of an outline
of a numher o^f the lecture* in "The
U.F.A."
It is
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Prices a Farmer Can Reasonably Pay on
U. G. G. Spring iVIacliinery
Prairie Breaker

Two-Furrow $87.50
Fop

For 14-Inch

Gang

High

12-Incb
Lift

Gang

With Gauge Wheel,

Rolling
Colter and Extra Share.

Gang Plow

Kl— 12-inch;
K2— 14-inch;
K3— 16-inch;

wt., 136 lbs. ..$21.00
wt., 142 lbs... 23.50
wt., 154 lbs

..

26.00

MEDIUM AND HEAVY BRUSH BREAKERS
with Long Bar Share, Gauge Wheel and Standing

Colter.

F.O.B. Saskatoon or Regina
$26.00
K4— 12-inch Medium Brush Breaker; wt., 161 lbs
30.50
K5 14-jnch Medium Brush Breaker; wt., 167 lbs
Brush
Breaker
with
strapped
beam; wt., 258 lbs. ... 41.50
K6 16-inch Heavy
K7— 20-inch Heavy Brush Breaker with strapped beam and fore-

—
—

carriage; wt., 600 lbs

K131

Two

furrow, high lift Gang Plow, with rolling colter,
pole and yoke.
Plow has heavy beam 15-inch rolling
colter No. 11 stubble bottoms, quick detachable 5-16Calgary or Edmonton
inch shares. No eveners.
17 12-inch Gang Plow; weight 820 lbs
$87.50
18 14-inch Gang Plow; weight 830 lbs
90.00

and 16-inch Brush Breakers;

g\g\

Ul/

Equipped with

ROCKER SCRAPER

81.50
wt., 170 lbs. 19.75

Binder Twine price is down 5 to 6 cents a lb. Get your provisional order
now. You can cancel later if crop conditions not satisfactory.

HARROW

8-FOOT DISC
TWO

for 12, 14

BINDER TWINE

W
W

and

—Fore-carriage

in

Letz Grinders

CALGARY

Capacity,
Large
In
Quick In Action. Give
»ow cost Grinding.

EDiVIONTON

4-HORSE
EVENER)

(Including

LEVERS.

gang with
hand grease cups and maple

3 bearingd to each

bushings.

Calgary or

.

Edmonton
H80-Letz Grinder
6 in. plates:

wt

115 lbs
175 lbs

$17.00
20.50

H81-Letz Grinder
6 in. plates;

wt.

H82-Letz Grinder
8 in. plates; wt.

280 lbs

27.00

H83-Letz Grinder

9%

in.

plates;

wt. 300 lbs.

Calgary or Edmonton

—12 disc, 16-in. diameter, cuts 6
S-horse evener; wt. 490 lbs
— 14 disc, 16-in. diameter, cuts
4-horse evener; wt. 522 lbs
— 16 disc, 16-in. diameter, cuts
4-horse evener; wt. 574 lbs
—Fore-carriage for any of the above disc harrows; wt. 61 lbs

H43
H44
H45
H48

ft.;

7 ft.,

8 ft.,

$42.50
45.00
48.00
8.75

machine

SPECIAL TRACTOR OIL is an extra heavy bodied oil
manufactured for use in low speed tractors or tractors with large
bore and these excessively worn by long service. It is also used to good effect
during the extreme heat of the summermonths.
or

Edmonton

U.G.G. No. 17 FORDSON OIL. Use this in your yordson. You can be
sure of complete satisfaction. This is a heavy bodied oil, dark green In color,
and very exceptional lubricating qualities.
5 gals., $5.25; 25 gals., $24.95 42 gals., $38.55
Calgary or Edmonton

—

;

very

a

low

Edmonton
H25-8

in.;

wt.
$39.00

360 lbs
in.;

wt.
65.00

in.;

wt.
130.00

638 lbs

Asplendid grinding
the farm

Dutfit for
ia

the 10-lnoh

M-RE

Grinder,

complete with bagger and a
12 H.P. Hercules Engine with
Engine
Webster magnets.
was used a short time In
elevator
service,
but has
since been rebuilt and is
guaranteed as good as new.

jGALVANIZED
A few of different sizes
specially priced at 25 per
lower

quoted.
6-barrel

than

Tank

THE ORGANIZED FARMER IN BUSINESS

last

For example, a
for. .$18.10

Write for particulars.

CALGARY

$348.00 EDMONTON

HARNESS

STOCK TANKS

cent,

33.00

Calgary or

U.G.G. No. 7

— Calgary

.

price.

H27-12

especially

5 gal. case, $5.45; 25 gals., $25.90; 42 gals., $40.15

at

492 lbs

AND GREASES

.

U.G.G. M-re Grinders
Grind with Emery Plates.
An extremely high class

H26-10

OILS

.

Ord«r from the nearest Agent or write direct to

CALGARY

EDMONTON

DO YOU NEED HARWRITE FOR
NESS?
ILLUSTRATED PRICE
LIST GIVING NEW LOW
PRICES
ON
U.G.G.
FARM HARNESS.

'
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Calgary
Four hundred
from the best her,
breeds have been

ill
'

;

Bull Sale, to be

pril

4th to 8th.

3 done by Prof.
Judging of anin
\V. L. Carlyle on Tuesday, April 4th, and
the selling will take place on the 5th and
6th. The cattle will be sold in the follow153 Herefords first, 3 Red
ing order:
Polled second, 200 Shorthorns third, 4
Aberdeen Angus fourth, and 5 Galloways

—

The sale
tioneers S.

will

W.

W. Durno,

be conducted by AucLacombe, and

Paisley, of

of Calgary.

As all cattle entered for the sale will
be tested for tuberculosis and only those
that successfully pass the test will be
offered for sale, prospective purchasers
at the Calgary Spring Sale may feel
assured that they are taking no risk of
purchasing infected ar.imals at this sale.

CALGARY HORSE SHOW.
The most spectacular jumping comCanada will feature
the 1922 Calgary Spring Horse Show,
which opens on April 4th. Not since the
petitions ever held in

1914 show, when over
people stayed until four
morning to see the Sifton
in the high jump, have

four thousand
o'clock in the
horses compete
there been so
many and such promising entries in this
competition.

In the jumping classes this year there
will be at least twelve entries to compete
for the 11,335 being offered in prizes. Of
this amount $525 is offered by N. J.
Christie, of the Ontario Laundry, Calgary,
to the winneir of the high jump if the
horse does seven feet one inch or better.

W.

Edmonton and Calgary teams

will en-

a pony polo tournament during
the Spring Show this year, and this
promises to be a highly entertaining
in

team will represent
Calgary in the games, and Edmonton will
undoubtedly send down their best players
to play foir the provincial championship,
which will be decided toy this tournament.
feature, as a picked

REDUCED RATES.
Passenger rates of a fare and one-third
from all points in Alberta have been
granted for the Alberta Spring Stock
Shows and Sale, the going dates from
April 3rd to 8th inclusive, and the return
limit Apo-il 12th.

Admission charges for the Horse Show
have been considerably reduced this year
with the idea that many more people will
be able to take advantage of the opportunity to see the best Canada can produce
(Advertisement).
in horses.

U- F. A. PENNANTS
35 cents each.

AUTO WINDSHIELD TRANSFERS
25 cents each.
Provincial Secretary,

United Farmers of Alberta,
Calgar>', Alberta

A. and Juniors
women upon

This page is devoted to the Interests
United Farm Women of Aiberta
and the Junior Branch of the U.F.A.
Miss KIdd, Provlnciai Secretary of the
U.F.W.A., writes in this Issue on the
short courses provided by the Department of Agriculture, on the Importance
of observing Parliamentary procedure
in ail meetings of the Locals, and on
other organization matters. |VUss Eva
M. Peel, Secretary of the Junior
Branch, discusses community singing.
of the

In arranging programs for the summer
our Locals would be well advised to take
into consideration that the Department of
Agriculture of the Provincial Government
furnishes certain service in the way of

demonstinations,

short

courses,

lectures

bulletins.
Should any of our Locals
care to make use of this service, they
should apiply direct to the Department of
Agriculture at Edmonton. The Itineraries
of short courses and lectures run from
the first of May to the last of October,

and

and since the

tirips

are generally planned

for the season, it' is necessary to make
application at the earliest time. All applications for current year courses and
lectures should reach the Department
early in April, and each application
should designate a second and third

choice as well as a first. Several Locals
can save time and make the leoture or
demonstration more profitable for audleiKJe and lecturer by arranging for a
central meeting place convenient to all.

Courses in Cookery
Foods and cookery short courses are of
from two to three days' duration. These
courses not only demonstrate the art of
cookery, tout also endeavor to give an
intelligent idea of

PONY POLO TOURNAMENT.
gage

F.

SHORT COURSES AND LECTURES

fifth.

J.

The U.

Sale

venty-five bulls
:berta and of all
for ahe Calgary

U. F. A.

human

nutrition.

Home

nursing short courses have toeen
given during the last year with the cooperation of the Public Health Department'.
This course covecns first aid,
children's diseases, general nursing problems in the home, etc.
A two-weeks' demonstration-lecture
course in sewing was inaugurated last
year.
The program provides for twenty
lessons and requires both mofrning and
afternoon sessions. A community must
guarantee a regular attendance of not
less than eighteen or more than twentyfour, and must also provide certain equipment as well as the usual necessary local
co-operation.

Demonstration-lectures and lectures aire
given by speakers wbo are temporarily
employed each year. The subjects treatp
are mostly relative to some feature of
hon.<;eho]d economics.
The community receiving tlie extension
ser\'ice is expected to furnish a place of
meeting and advertine the event thiroughout the section, so that as large an attendance as possible may toe obtained. The
community is also expected tb make it
pleasant and comfortable for the extenAside from this there is
sion worker.
no other obligation upon Locals requesting ithe services of a demonstrator or
lecturer.

At the present time bulletins on Home
Economics are issued by the Women's
Institute, which i<? under the direction of
These
the Department of Agriculture.
bulletins will be supplied free to farm

request.

They include

the

Home Canning of
Fruits, Vegetables and Meats, Home Drying of Fruits and Vegetables, A Little
Talk About the Baby, Home Laundry
following subjects:

Bulletin,

Feeding of Children.

"ARE YOU READY FOR THE
QUESTION?"
Shall we adhere strictly to the letter of
parliamentary procedure in our meetings,
or shall we discard it altogether and have
a disorderly conclave in which only the
most strident voices gain the attention of
the assembly?

Although it may toe possible some clubs
have experienced the latter, it can safely
be stated that none of us look upon this
method of conducting a public meeting
as ideal. Yet there is a possibility of killing the Sipirit of a meeting toy making a
fetish of the method of conducting it. If
we can but strike a happy medium, bending the rigidity of discipline to meet the
need for freedom of expression, we shall
find that this accepted method of conducting a meeting becomes our iservant rather
than our master. It is the opinion of a
prominent writer on iparliamentary law
that "the great purpose of all rules is to
subserve the will of the assembly rather
than to restrain it; to facilitate and not
to obstruct the expression of their deliberate sense."
It is in order that a
knowledge of iparliamentary procedure
may "facilitate the expression of our deliberate sense" that we wish to encourage
a study of the established methods of
conducting our club meetings.

A Profitable Custom
The Baintree Local has instituted the
profitable custom of engaging in a ten or
fifteen minute drill on rules of order at
each meeting. A list of S3 questions has
besn prepared with answers attached.
The president distributes slips of paper
giving the answers to the questions. Then
she reads the questions and the members
reply with the answer. Occasionally the
president simply reads the questions, depending on volunteers to state the
answer. By way of variety, several members may be asked to illustrate, for instance, that "a motion to table is not
For the purpose of illustradetoatable."
tion the Local debates some question such
as, "It is the first essential to individual
progress in any country to know the
language." After several have taken part
in the discussion, a member may move
that the question be tabled. This will be
Another memtoer will state
seconded.
that she thinks it is inadvisable to table
the question, as further discussion would
throw considerable light on the subject.
A member would then rise to a point of
order, stating that a motion to table is
not debatable, and the president would
then take a vote on the motion to table.
These drills prove intensely interesting
to Baintree Local, and they find that they
have added much to the value of theiir
regular discussion by reason of their
knowledge of correct procedure.
A
woman who is familiar with ordinary
rules of order feels at home in discussion,

with

because having become familiar
"mechanics" of public meet-

the

THE
she can give her full attention to
the matteir under debate.
If any of our Locals wish, they may
secure a list of the questions and
answers used by the Baintree Local by
making the request to Central Office.
The 'little booklet "How to Conduct a
Public Meeting" is on sale by Central
Office
for
ten
cents.
Questions
and answers were arranged from the
material in this booklet.
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ings,

Make your cream can

r

NUMBER, PLEASE?
Each Local of the U.F.W.A. is given a
number as soon as we receive the organization z-eport form. We choose your
give you a number.
The uses of this number system are
numerous and varied. We have a large
map of Alberta. On that map the location
of your Local is indicated iby a map tack
bearing your number. The accounting de-

own name, but we

Secure Besr Markef

Quick Rerurns

partment have a page in an important
book set aside for the purpose of keeping
a record of every financial transaction we
have with your Local. The page bears
your number, and we need to know your
number in order to locate your account.
We ascertain by your numiber how
many copies of "The U.F.A." you are entitled to.
When you change your secretary, we have to know the number before

\^ Resources af^
'Our Protection

we can change the list. We file all correspondence we have with you under your
number. Every time you wirite us and
fail to give your number, we have to take
the extra time to look it up. Every time
you send money or order supplies without
giving your number, a member of the
accounting department staff has to go
into the U.F.W.A. office and look up the
name of your Local on a set of cards in
ordeo" to find out what your number is,
and sometimes the name of the Local is

Swift Canadian Creamenesl
EDMONTON. ALBERTA

We

omitted.
feel sure you will realize
from the above what a great assistance
it is to us to have you mark your number
plainly on each communication you send
to Central Office.
Will you give us your number, please?
J. B. Kidd.
Provincial .Secretary U.F.W.A.

more' "pep" into the
songs? Let me assure you, the way in
which the members join in the singing
decides very largely the whole success
little

.

hearty invitation is extended to all Farmers
Dairy Business to visit us and see it in

It will

to strengthen the club,

Eva M.

Peel,

Secretary Junior Branch.

c

ration.

pay you

to investigate.

THE
Gentlemen:

Edmonton Dairy Supplies

—

the U.F.A. Juniors "Juniors of the
U.F.A." sung to the tune "John Brown's
Body," and "Junior Marching Song,"
sung to "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the Boys
These may be had upon
ajre Marching."
request at 50c. per hundred.
We are anxious that you get the most
from your meetings, and shall be pleased
at any time to receive letters from any of
our members, suggesting ways and means
to make our junior section the suoceas we
are looking forward to.

rested in the

r..'

Those who are unable to attend should cut out and mail the
coupon below for information.

Community singing

is bound
promoting a fellowship which can be gained in no other
way. So let us again do our little pairt
towards helping you.
We have two junior songs at Central
Office, which were specially prepared for

of the club.

lachine

WILL BE DEMONSTRATED AT THE ANNr L SPRING
LIVE STOCK SHOW AT EDMONl n;

A

A LETTER TO JUNIORS
Are you satisfied with the progress you
have made along the line of community
singing, or do you sometimes wish your
members were a little more enthusiastic,
putting a

The Page Hand Power Milkin

Please mail me Information on
the Page Ha .d Power Milker.

LTD.
9815

Name

AVENUE
EDMONTON
102ND

P.O
Province

The Largest Dyeing and Cleaning Works

in

Wcctern Canada

WE CLEAN EVERYTHING
We

will be pleased to Mail

Trudeau's Cleaning
10050 103RD

&

you a Price Lijt

Dye T orks,

STREET, EDMONTOr, ALTA.

i^egd.

— — ——
Pa^
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Formaldehyde
2 lb.

80c

5 lb.

$1-75
$3.40

Jug
Jug
10 lb. Jug

GROFAST CALF MEAL
25

lb.

$1-65

Sack

GROCERIES
Rogers' Syrup
10
20

—95c

tin

lb.

$1-85

lb. tin

8un-mald Seeded Raisins
Per lb.
„
25 lb. box

New Prunes—25
Gilletfs Lye—

lb.

25c
$5.95

box

$3.25

$1.00
Per tin, 15c. 7 for
Fresh Roast Coffee
40c, 50c, and 60c
Per lb.
Wilson's Delicious Teas
55c
Special price per lb.

WE

SELL TO THE FARMER AT

THE LOWEST PRICES
Call or

Write

Henry Wilson

&

Co.

Limited
10163

425

99tli Street,

EDMONTON

Registered Bulls

Cattle Breeders'

Association Sale
CALGARY
To be judged April
5

and

6 in the

4

and sold April

foUoTving order:

—

Herefords, ed Polled, Shorthorns,
Angus, Galloways.

Alberta Spring Horse

CALGARY, APRIL
E. L.

Show

4 to 8

RICHARDSON, Secy. Alberta
Live Stock Associations.

U. F. A.

Extension Services Available to All
Women's Organizations
An outline of the amendments to the
Women's Institute Act, which provide
for the extension of educational facilities to all women's organizations upon
is printed on this
page. The discussion of this measure
in the Legislature formed the occasion
of an attack on the Government by

terms of equality,

ex-IVIInisters, and Hon. J. R. Boyle
described the bill as an attempt to
bring the U.F.W.A. under the conIt
trol of a Minister of the Crown.
had been anticipated that the attacks
upon the bill might lead to a protracted debate, but after brief stateParlby
and
Mr.
ments by Mrs.
Brownlee the active opposition to the
amendments collapsed, though the
present
In
the Assembly
Liberals
voted against the bill. A summary of
the debate is given below.

The Act to Amend the Women's Institute Act, which was passed by the Alberta Legislature at the recent session,
provides for the elimination of the Minister of Agriculture as a controlling or
directing factor in the Institutes, substituting an advisory board, to be elected
at the annual convention of the Institutes
themselves. Another important change
places all women's organizations on the
same basis in respect to extension work,
such as short courses in household ecoIn the past the
nomics, and so forth.
Women's Institutes were the only
women's organizations which had a right
Under the new act
to extension work.
grants to Women's Institutes will be continued, the only change in respect to
finances being that the Government will
no longer bear the cost of the annual
convention, nor provide the expenses of
the delegates. The office of superintendent of Institutes is abolished. The aim
of the Government, as set forth in the
Legislature, is to provide for the greater
independence of the Institutes, and to
enlarge the extension work. Since the
public money provides the courses, all
organizations, it is contended, should
have equal opportunities for extension
work.

A

Who May

Obtain Services.

new act provides that
the Department of Agriculture may conduct educational lectures, short courses,
demonstrations
or
exhibits
in
conjunction with any women's club or
women's
society
on
condition
(a)
that at least four meetings have been
held during the previous year; (b) that a
membership of at least ten has been
guaranteed; (c) that a list of officers for
the current year has been furnished; (d)
that a satisfactory financial standing has
been established; (e) that the club agrees
to advertise the course or meeting and
furnish a place of meeting and make such
other arrangements as may be required
for the proper conduct of the said lectures, demonstrations or exhibits. None
of the lectures, etc., are in any respect
of a political character.
The Attack on the Bill.
In the Legislature the bill was represented by members of the former Government as an attempt to destroy the
Institutes, Hon. C. R. Mitchell declaring
that as the appropriation would be approximately the same as last year, while
the services would be extraided to all
section in the

women's organizations, the bill would be
the "death knell of the Women's InstiCommenting on the circumtutes."
stance that the cost of the annual convention of the Institutes will not be paid
for by the Government, he "wondered
how long the U.F.W.A. would last if
there were no annual convention." Following Mr. Mitchell's speech, Mrs. McClung moved an amendment to the effect
that the extension should be given to
other organizations only in localities in
which

Women's

no

Institute

existed.

This amendment was supported only by
the mover, and Messrs. Boyle, Mitchell,
Cote, Marshall, McLeiman and Edwards

and Dr. State.
"To Control U. F. W. A."
Hon. John R. Boyle, who vigorously
attacked the bill, remarked in opening
that he "intended to make a political
speech." The bill was designed to "associate the Government of the day with a
political party," he declared, "to bring
the U. F. W. A. under the control and
direction of a minister of the Crown."
"It were better," said he, "to tell the
public openly that public money would be
used to give educational lectures to the
U.F.W.A., which is part of a great political organization, than to take action in
manner.
The Government," he
this
added, "is in the position of a boy who
I warn them
takes a first false step.
that this is one of the greatest mistakes
they could make. They have no right to
use public monies for a political organization.
It would be more sportsmanlike
to forego any supposed advantage this
will give them, and stand an even chance
with any other political party, relying on
I ask them
their administrative record.
to give British fair play and not strike
opponents' when they are dovra.
The
Women's Institutes have played evenly
in politics."

Mrs. Parlby Replies.
Hon. Mrs. Parlby, rising immediately
the Liberal leader, was greeted
applause.
loud
Speaking vdth
quiet dignity, she congratulated the
former ministers upon their "newpolitical
righteousness,"
bom
and
"greatest
upon
being
the
adepts
much ado
in
the art of creating
about nothing," who had taken part in
the debates in the Assembly. "Most of
the political talk which has been heard,"
she declared, "is absolutely beneath con-

after

with

tempt."

The U.F.W.A. was openly

in

hoped to assist again in the
defeat of party members. The Women's
Institutes, while not openly in politics, had
been used for political purposes in some
politics, ai*d

The statement that the U.F.
W.A. would be controlled by the Department of Agriculture revealed a very slight
knowledge of the U.F.W.A. Any member of the Assembly who believed that
the U.F.W.A. could be controlled by the
Government, that direction by the Department of Agriculture would be tolerated
for a moment, did not understand the
U.F.W.A.
Mrs. Parlby said she had no desire to
create ill-feeling between two women's
organizations. Such feeling had existed,
but had not been fostered by the U.P.
W.A. She expressed surprise that anyinstances.

one should have suggested that the

bill

THE
would "kill the Women's Institutes."
The U.F.W.A., which had never had a cent
of money from the Government of the
day, had found that the organization
which had to maintain itself by the effort
of its members was strengthened thereby.
No organization should depend upon
"spoon feeding" for survival. Mrs. Parlby said she knew that Mrs. McClung
at least was sincere in her discussion of

Who

ship to the Woodland Dairy
are assured of highest cash re-

Institutes.

Mrs. Parlby further expressed the
opinion that no special privileges should
be extended to any women's organization.
She was satisfied that twice as much
could be accomplished for the money expended as had been accomplished in the

turns,

C.

Marshall,

Calgary,

a

weight, grade
and test guaranteed

Liberal

member, said he had no objection to the
Government providing educational facilities of which the U.F.W.A., togethef
with other women's organizations, might
take advantage. He agreed with Mrs.
Parlby that as a rule organizations which
had a legitimate reason for existence
would be stronger without grants from
the Government.
"If the Women's Institutes have been
used for political purposes I am sorry to
"They
hear it," said Mrs. McClung,
have not been so used, however, in EdIf I were in a position to
monton.
double the grants for the work of women
I would do so with the joyous abandon of
Mrs. McClung bea drunken sailor."
lieved that there should be no curtailment
of assistance to Women's Institutes at a
time when grants to fairs and livestock
shows, etc., were continued. For a farmers' Government to retrench by "taking
it out of the women's organizations" was
not very creditable.
"Political" Speeches.
A brief speech by Hon. J. E. Brownlee brought the discussion to a close.
Nothing, he remarked, had caused him
more amusement than the speech of the
leader of the opposition. Mr. Brownlee

had

a certain timidity in
coming into a Legislature as a new man
to meet men who had long training in
political life, "but," he added, "the more
said he

felt

see of the strategy of the leaders across
the floor, the more I blush at my own
The Attorney General remodesty."
ferred to the "most candid admission of
the leader of the opposition that his
speech on this occasion was a 'political
speech.' " This brought Mr. Boyle to his
feet with the remark that all speeches
made on the floor of the house were "political speeches."
Dealing with Mrs. McClimg's suggestion that the Government was not sympathetic to women's work in the Province,
Mr. Brownlee said he was glad that she
did not see the same objection to the bill
that some other Liberals had seen. They
had suggested that the bill was intended
to foster the political work of the U.F.W.
A. For his own part he was prepared
to agree that all of the women's organizations were carrying on good work. He
briefly outlined the objects of the extension work carried on for women's organizations the study of home econcftnics, etc.
and showed that none of the
lectures provided had any relation to
politics.
Under the new bill members of
organizations formed by women in conjunction with the labor unions in the cities
(Continued on Page 24)

Prompt payment and

correct

past.
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Dairy Farmers

the bill. But experience had shown that
co-operation with, other organizations
had not been the strong suit of the

Women's

U. P. A.

on every

can.

WOODLAND DAIRY LUed
EDMONTON

ALTA.

GREAT SPRING SALE
OF FINEST DRESS GOODS, SILKS, COATINGS,
SUITINGS, VOILES, WASH GOODS, etc.
AT THE FAMOUS
West of England Co., at Edmonton, Alta.

1

—

—

Over $50,000 of Highest Grade Engh'sh Dress Materials
are now offered at the most astonishing low prices.

HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES:—
Pure Wool British Serges, from
Finest Coating Materials, from
Pure Silk Crepe De Chenes at

79c to
$1.49 to
98c to
50c to

Silk Tricolettes
Silks, at per yard
40-inch Voiles, latest designs, at

Habutain

etc.,

$1.98
$2.95
$1.65
$1.98
50c

39c

All kinds of Satins, Silks, Linings, Tricoteens, Velours, etc.,
at prices which will surprise you. Write us your require-

ments and we

WHEN

IN

will

send you samples.

EDMONTON, DON'T FAIL TO

VISIT

OUR STORE.

THE WEST OF ENGLAND DRY GOODS CO.
10415 Jasper Avenue (opposite the Cecil Hotel),

CALGARY BRANCH—210

EDMONTON

Seventh Avenue West.
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DEPLORES SPREAD OF
BOLSHEVISM IN WEST

I
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1
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Red Element Big Factor in Elections, Declares Hon. G.
Former Minister of Education in Alberta.

^

CREAM

U. P. A.

P. Smith,

ss

llmssisssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssisssssssssssssssssssssss

The above is a reproduction of the heading which appeared in a Hamilton,
newspaper, above an interview with Hon. George P. Smith, former Minister of
Education for Alberta. The greater part of the interview consisted of a personal
history of Mr. Smith, but the article concluded:

Ont.,

TO THE

"Speaking of the farmer movement in the West, Mr. Smith declared
it had the whole-hearted support of the most radical elements.
Canadians in the East, he declared, did not fully appreciate the extent
to which Bolshevik sentiment had insidiously wormed its way into the
West. Every vote that was un-British was polled against the Government, he asserted, the foreign electors, including Germans, registering
their ballots to upset the Government."
that

E. C. D.
When you

ship

Cream

to the E. C. D. we look
after your interests as
Hunwell as our own.
dreds of dairy farmers

The interview strongly suggests the election literature used by the former
Meighen Government in Eastern Canada, in December. Mr. Smith apparently, has
not yet discovered that this form of propaganda discredits only the politicians who
use

it.

have been shipping cream
to us year after year
without a break—a sure
and certain indication of

''The U.F.A." Mail Starts on

Its

Journey

fair treatment.

PROMPT SETTLEMENTS

AND
HIGHEST MARKET PRICES
If you are already shipping cream to us, and you
think we can better the
service we are giving to
you, please write and tell
us about it. If you are
elsecream
shipping
where, let us know if you

have any fault to find
with our organization.
We would like to hear

We gladly
from you.
welcome correspondence.

Mail bags containing bundles of copies of the organization newspaper loaded on Royal
Mall motor truck at Calgary Post Office, ready to leave for the railway depots for distribution
members throughout the Province.
Forty-one mail bags, filled with copies of "The
U.F.A." were used during the first three days of distribution.
to

Hail Insurance in
Province in 1921

per cent at $6.00 and the balance of more
than 82 per cent was insured at $10 per
acre.

Effect of Poor Crop
crop conditions in Alberta
during the year had the very natural effect of greatly reducing the total amount
of hail ins^irance carried. In 1920 there
was about $45,000,000 of insurance written in the Province, states the report.
In 1921 the total amount was probably
less than $28,000,000. It was pleasing to
note, however, that while there was a
reduction this year of nearly 40 per cent
of the total amount of insurance written,
the amount carried under the municipal
plan was only slightly less than in 1920.
'

Edmonton

City

Dairy, Ltd.

The annual meeting of the Hail Insurance Board of Alberta, held at Calgary
recently, showed that at the beginning
of the season last year there were
2,043,551 acres insured inside the hail
insurance district and 1,882 applications
were received from 58 municipalities
outside for insurance on 223,185 acres.
On account of drought the insurance on
200,368 acres inside and 11,710 acres outside was cancelled, leaving a total of
2,054,658 acres insured throughout the
season.
Compared with the year 1920
that showed a decrease of 236,765 acres.

The

EDMONTON, ALTA.

which

total risk carried
is

was

:o:

WESTERN WOOL PRODUCTION
In

$20,384,106,

about seven per cent less than

the amount carried in 1920. Of the total
amount a little over eight per cent was
insured at $8.00, slightly more than nine

The bad

1920

Alberta

pounds of wool.
of

The

produced

2,132,514

total for the

Canada was

whole

4,607,113 pounds.
Althe largest wool growing

berta is much
Province in the Dominion.

THE

SERVICE
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Complete Catalogue will be mailed to you on request. All prices quoted F.O.B. Calgary.
We buy and pay for Eggs
according to government grades. This gives the person shipping good eggs the advantage they are entitled to over those
shipping poor eggs. Send us a trial shipment.

Block Salt, 50 lbs., each
Coarse Salt, 100 lbs
Sago, per

90
1.85

10
90
80

lb

10 lbs

Roiled Oats, 20
40 ib. sack

lb.

Beans, Ashcrofts

sack

1.60

&

KotenashI, 13 lbs 1.0C
LImas (IVIadagascars), per ib
11
Pan Cake Flour, Log Cabin, 24 ib. sk. 2.25
Ontario Cheese, first quality, 5 lbs. or
over, per Ib

26

Kraft Canadian Cheese, 5
wooden boxes, each
Krinkle Corn Flakes, each
Per dozen
Per case of 36 pkgs

ib.

square
2.0C

.

1C

.

1.1C
3.2J.

Charles, Family size, 12 oz. each,

St.

Per dozen

,^b

1.8C

7.0C
Case, 48 tins
Charles Milk, Hotel size, per doz. 3.5c
6.7C
Per case of 2 doz^n
Crown or Edwardsburg Corn Syrup,

St.

5 Ib. pail
10 Ib. pall

20

5C
9c
1.8t

pail

Ib.

Rogers' Golden Cane Syrup, 5

Ib.

pail

I.Oi
2.0C

pail
20 ib. pail

10

Ib.

Tuxedo Pure Spice, 1 ib. tin
Tuxedo Pure Spice, 1 Ib. tin..
Nutmeg, Tuxedo Pure Spice, 1 Ib. tin
Black Pepper, Tuxedo Pure Spice,

Allspice,

Ginger,

1

Ib.

.3£
.5C

.5£

4C

tin

IVIustard,

.5,

Durham's

bulk, per Ib

3£

3S
Mustard, Durham's, 1 Ib. tin
21
Sardines, Brunswick, 3 for
8C
Per dozen
Salmon, Ensign Brand, 1's, each
36
3.9E
1's, per dozen
Mince Meat, Empress, No. 4 pail, each .78
Mince Meat, Empress, 25 Ib. pall, ea..3.9E

2C
Bird Seed, Brock's, per pkg
20
Bird Seed, Cottam's, per pkg
Rag Mantles, for Gasoline Lamps,
82
small, per dozen
95
Rag Mantles, large, per dozen
1.4C
Honey, Ontario Clover, 5 Ib. tin
15
Corn, heavy pack, each
3.20
Per case of 24 tins

Pork and Beans, in Tomato Sauce,
Van Camp's, No. 1 tin, each

14

1.65
Per dozen
6.30
Per case of 48 tins
Pork and Beans, Clark's, In Tomato
IS
Sauce, 2's, each
2.25
Per dozen
4.40
Per case of 24 tins
58
Macaroni, 5 Ib. box
1.15
10 Ib. box
12
Creamettes, per pkg
1-30
Per dozen
6C
Apples, size No. 10 tin, each
3.5C
Percase of 6 tins
1.0^
Peaches, size No. 10 tins, each
5.85
Per case of 6 tins
120
Pears, size No. 10 tin, each
6'70
Per case of 6 tins
Baking Powder, Tuxedo, 1 Ib. tin ... .23

tin
5 Ib. tin

2y2

Ib.

55
95

Magic Baking Powder, 12

29
93

oz. tin

2y2 lb. tin
5 Ib. tin

1.70

Canada Corn Starch,

pkg., each

.11

Per dozen
Cocoanut, Shredded Sweet, bulk, lb..
Cocoanut, Shredded Unsweetened, ib.
aaker's Unsweetened Premium, y-i Ib.

1.25

1

1

lb.

.48

.25
.2.

4&

Ib

Justard Powder,

Monk &

Glass,

1

Ib.

46

tin

Justard Powder, Hoibrook's, 15 oz. tin
Tuxedo Jelly Powder, per doz
/east.

White

Star, per pkg

.39

I.Oi

01

pkg
-uxury Brand, High Grade Pure
Ceylon Tea, packed in 5 ib. tin box
/east. Royal, per

0/

3.71
with hinged lid
7.310 ib. box, hinged lid
-erfection Brand Tea, packed In 5
3.21
Ib. tin box, hinged lid
6.oi
10 Ib. tin box, hinged lid
^lue Ribbon Red Label, Black Tea,

per Ib
jaiada Tea,

5^

Brown

Label, Black,

ib.

.5.

Coffee,
whole or
sealed tin boxes, hinged

Brand

-uxury
ground,

in

5

ib.

No. 4 tin Greengage Jam
93
No. 4 tin Peach Jam
93
Less 3c. per pail In case lots of 12 tins.
Neilson's French Cream Chocolates,
7 kinds, assorted, 5 Ib. box
1.90
Neilson's Chocolates, seven varieties,
assorted soft and hard centres, 1 Ib.
45
box
Catsup, Clarke's 12 oz., 4 bottles
98
5weet Pickles, in size 10 tins, each... 1.2C

Case of

7.0C

6 tins

^earline Washing Powder, 20 oz., each .14
34
50 oz., each
3oapade Washing Powder, 20 oz., each .14

Per dozen
Soapade, 50 oz., each
jolden
,~els

1.60

34

West Washing Powder, each.

Naptha Laundry Soap,

10 cakes

Case of 100 cakes

.32
.98

9.45

West Soap, carton of 5 cakes .20
5.70
Case, 30 cartons, 150 cakes
28
^oyal Crown, carton, 5 cakes
jiolden

Case of 120 cakes
Sunlight Laundry Soap, 100's
3 cakes

6.50
7.70

25

Soap,

per

96's,

carton,

4
24

Case of 24 cartons
5.70
White Naptha Soap, carton, 10 cakes .82
Case of 100 cakes
7.75
Toilet Soap, Fairy, each
osy^
Dozen
95
Oouble Boiler, Granite, 2 quart
1.25
Ooubie Boiler, Granite, 4 quart
1.85
Granite Teapot, 2 quart
Granite Teapot, 4 quart
Copper Nickel-plated Teapot, 2 quart
Granite Coffee Pot, 2 quart
4 quart
.opper Nickel -plated Coffee Pot, 2qt.
-opper Nickel-plated Tea Kettle,
heavy, each
Heavy Galvanized Stock Pail, 11 ins.
high, 12 Ins. wide, 13 quarts
jtralner, wire, with extension rack,
each
Tin Dairy Pail, 14 quarts,
double
soldered bottom
.^etlnned
Reinforced

heavy
vliik

3.3t
box
6.3^
10 Ib. box
whole
or
Superior
Blended
Jraid's
ground coffee, in sealed tin boxes,
2.4t
hinged lid, 5 lb. box
4.710 Ib. box
11.7.
25 Ib. box
23.2(.
50 Ib. box
1i
Jates,- Excelsior, pkg
1.0^
8 pkgs
9fc
\lo. 4 tin pure Raspberry Jam
I.Ou
^io. 4 tin pure Strawberry Jam
9o
No. 4 tin pure Apricot Jam
\lo. 4 tin pure Blackberry Jam
9No. 4 tin pure Plum or Prune Jam... .9C
JO. 4 tin pure Black Currant Jam ...
.99
\lo. 4 tin pure Loganberry Jam
99
No. 4 tin pure Gooseberry Jam
93
No. 4 tin pure Cherry Jam
99
lid,

Sunlight
cakes

pail, 14

Shipping

95
1.15
1.75

95
1,15
1.75

2.70
1.20

22
70

Dairyman's

quarts
Can, triple

I.15

coated,
cover, 5 gal
4.35
iad irons, Mrs. Potts', detachable top
handle of hardwood.. One 5 lb.,
two 5^2 lb. irons, handle and stand

heavy

steel,

Samson

complete

3.00

Clover Leaf Plates, 7
Olover Leaf Plates, 8

In.,

in.

per dozen.. 3.25

(dinner), doz. 3.80

White Cups and Saucers, dozen
.->lain White Cups only, per dozen...
Clover
Leaf
Pattern
Cups and
.^lain

Saucers, per dozen

1.80

1.30

2.20

jiass Tumblers, heavy, clear, dozen. 1.10
Glass Tumblers, octagon base, dozen 1.10
-erfectlon
Broom, No. 110. Fivestring, good varnish handle, long
straw, each
95
Rubber Roofing, best quality, 108 sq,
ft. covers 100 sq. ft.
Tacks and

cement with each roll.
1 ply, per roll
2.75
2 ply, per roll
3.15
3 ply, per roll
3.75
Tar Paper, 400 sq. ft, best quality,
per roll
i.eo
Plain Building Paper, 400 sq. ft., best
quality, per roll
1.70
Plain Building Paper, light weight,
per roll
1.10
Harness
1

Oil,

%

gal. tin

1.20
2.25

gallon

Neatsfoot Oil, pure, quarts
53
Half gallons
95
Gallons
1.35
Lamp Black, 1 Ib. pkg
45
Lime Grit, contains 95 per cent.. Calcium, considered better for shell
forming than oyster shell, per 100
lbs
10 lbs
Sisal Rope, for halter

1.75

shanks

per foot

—%

25
In.,

%

Inch, per foot
Lariat Rope, per foot
Overalls, striped,
blue

02%
04
03

and

black

heavy drill, all sizes, each
2.00
Jackets to match overalls, all sizes,
each
2.00

—
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Alberta's Budget for the Year 1922
By

Ship

the Publicity Commissioner,

Your Cream

Premier Greenfield delivered his first
budget speech in the Legislature Monday,

Direct

March 13th, and was the only speaker.
Thei'e was no debate. During the week
the estimates were taken up and passed.

The budget statement showed that
had been a deficit on current ac-

there

BURNS CREAMERY
started less than three

years ago with one can
of cream. Last year we
made more than a million pounds of butter.
This business was built

up on the

direct shipping system, and is certaiiSy the best proof
obtainable of our prompt
efficient service.

SHIP YOUR CREAM
TO

BURNS'

count lor 1921 of $2,022,367, the total
current revenue having been $9,064,569,
having
been
and
the
expenditure
$11,086,936. Outstanding revenue still to
be collected for 1921 and previously totals
The total debt of the Pro$5,249,992.
vince
had increased by $17,961,730
during 1921, the total debt at the end of
last year haviag been $59,010,256.

Estimated Revenue
The estimated current revenue for the
coming year was placed at $14,474,560.91,
and the estimated expenditure at $14,747,402.88, leaving a deficit of $272,841.97.
in fixed charges which it is
necessary for the new Uovemment to
meet totals $870,000.

The increase

To provide for estimated deficits, new
taxes will be imposed as follows:
Gasoline 2 cents a gallon by the consumer.
(Premier Greenfield announced that the

—

Government would undertake an investigation of the price of gasoliae.)
Amusements ^Additional ZVz cents on
tickets from 16c to $2.00.
Coal ^Additional 5 cents a ton.
Corporations Tax also to be increased.
'Ihe assets
of the Province total

—

—

$165,648,682.

CREAMERY
WHERE YOU GET
A SQUARE DEAL

The new

taxes, it is estimated, will
bring in $928,000 more to the Provincial
Secretary's Department. The AttorneyGeneral's Department is expected to
bring in $1,615,000 more than last year.
From School lands the Government expects an increase of $209,474.
During his speech the t'remier referred
to the great necessity of improving market facilities for agricultural industry,
and of securing reduction in freight
rates.

Cans and Money Orders
go back to you the Same
day as cream is received.

A 24 HOUR SERVICE
WITH NO DELAYS.
A

Post Card will bring
Tags,

,P,

etc.

BURNS &

CO.

Creamery Department
:-:

from those of last year, the
estimated public works expenditure being
$317,000 less than 1921, and the vote for
general administrative purposes has been
reduced.
The Health Department vote
has been increased by $824,000, chiefly by
reason of the Department having taken
over the administration of the Ponoka
Hospital and other institutions.
In the course of his speech Premier
Greenfield pointed out that the Dominion
Government "has spent considerable sums
to get immigrants on the farms and comparatively little to keep them there in
prosperity by helping to find markets for
wheat and livestock."
How to Assure Immigration
"Make your market conditions right,"
said Premier Greenfield, "your people
prosperous, and immigration will naturally follow. There is no remedy any Provincial Government can apply to conditions that have resulted from misdirected
immigration. They are out of hand before we can control them. The remedy
must be applied by the Federal Government at the source of the trouble, or failing that will have to be broad enough to
their

LIMITED
EDMONTON

Expenditures for the coming year are
to be reduced

CALGARY

Edmonton

envelope widespread conditions of adversity, for much hardship has already
resulted from the settling up of districts
ill suited to any kind of general farming.
In the meantime something should be
done to assist those who are already on
the land.
Our markets and marketing
system will have to be developed; freight
rates must be reduced. Farm implements
and capital for the farmers and merchants must be available at reasonable
prices."

The Premier submitted figures showing
that agricultural products of Alberta, if
this province were as near to the seaboard as Quebec, would be worth $171,505,539, or more than double their value
in this Province.
Departmental Revenue
The budget statement showed that the
estimated revenue outstanding on December 31, 1921, was
Supplementary Revenue
$1,541,464.34
Wild Lands Taxes
544,545.32

—

Educational

Tax

Timber Areas Tax
School Lands (Overdue In-

418,057.75
33,738.63

terest)

1,082,706.10
17,000.00
Succession Duties Tax
106,654.33
Seed Grain Advances (1908)
17,178.95
Central Canada Railway
301,200.72
Miscellaneous
(Loans
to

Mine Owners Tax

Creameries, Mothers' Allowance, &c.)
Education Department (In
Hands of Department)
Agricultural Department (In
Hands of Department) __
Public Works Department
(In Hands of Department)

Deferred
Revenue
Liquor Act
Total

87,977.97
9,756.90

20,759.52
1,969.54

under
1,066,982.54

$5,249,992.61

Public Debt
The gross public debt of Alberta has
increased from $41,989,900 to $59,010.256.75 during the year 1921, an increase
of $17,020,356.75.
The total amount of
issues sold was $17,961,730.68.
Of this
amount $700,000 was issued for the purpose of purchasing £ 193,433 (941,373.93)
of Province of Alberta registered stock
maturing November 1, 1941. Apart from
this
refunding issue the debentures
issued during 1921 were $6,053,230.68 for
telephones,
$5,350,000
for
railways,
$2,500,000 for taking up seed grain notes
in municipal districts, and $3,358,500 for
public expenditure.
Against the gross
bonded debt of $59,010,256.75 a sinking
fund of $1,546,581.46 is held, leaving a
debt, including the utilities, of $57,463,675.29.
The self-supporting portion of
this amount is made up of telephones
$21,156,881.10 and advances to Alberta

Farmers' Co-operative Elevators (now
United Grain Growers) of $1,153,585.22.
This leaves a net bonded debt of
$35,153,208.97.

Assets of the Province
In presenting a statement of the assets
of the Province, Premier Greenfield said:
"In making a statement of assets and
liabilities, I must accept as correct the
valuation placed on the various items
making up the asset side of the balanc«
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sheet at the figures given by the previous
administration, which show:

—

in Bank
General revenue, i$671,204.09; telephones, $757,817.24; total $ 1,429,021.33
Telephone plant, stock and
tools
19,795,354.77
Telephone depreciation and
trust
renewal
reserve
660,299.09
fund
Public buildings, building
stock
sites
(including
10,257,867.77
advance)
4,021,675.04
Bridges
Trunk roads and bridges
4,770,287.96
thereon, ferries, etc
502,321.63
Demonstration farms
57,362.77
Dairy and poultry industry

Cash

For Complete Satisfaction

USE

—

CREAM OF THE WEST FLOUR
GUARANTEED BY

Advances to railways ^mder control of the Prov9,715,880.17

ince

Lacombe

&

Kailway,
rails

Northwestern
of
purchase

and shares

Hedley Shaw Milling Co. Limited

48,257.01

Medicine Hat, Alta.

Interest bearing loans other

than railways
Repayable working and improvement advances (including drought relief) __
Seed grain notes in muniand unorganized
cipal
districts

Miscellaneous
Deferred revenue, including
on hand in various departments not turned in
to

980,466.16

1,612,432.71

Daily Capacity

brls.

2,836,490.76
145,078.24

Treasury Department

at 31st December, 1921—
Deposit (in lieu of debt)
of Dominion
in hands

Government

5,249,992.61

United Grain Growers Securities

8,107,500.00

Deposit (school lands fund)
deferred
$6,638,673.33;
and overdue payments,

Co. Ltd.

14,271,636.15
$7,632,962.82
lands
school
6,765,563.20 acres at $12
81,186,758.40
per acre

—

Unsold

$165,648,682.57

am

of opinion that at an early date
there should be re-valuation of all the
assets of the Province, including deferred
revenue, and in the meantime, I desire
to make it quite clear that in this part of
my address I am neither confirming nor
denying the accuracy of the valuations
which have figured in the budget speeches
for the past years."
"I

25,000

:

—

General Insurance Agents

We

write any class of Insurance

Hail, Life, Automobile, Accident

Livestock

ness,

Bonds,

etc.,

Mortality

—Fire,

and Sick-

and

Transit,

and represent only the strongest

Companies.

:o:

VALUE OF PRODUCTS DECLINES
The value of dairy products

last year,

in the report of C. Marker is estimated
at $25,500,000, as compared with $34,000,000 in 1920, the decrease being due
mostly to decline in prices. Creamery
butter production totalled 12,525,000 lbs.
estimated, compared with 11,821,000 in
1920. During the year 1921, 49 licenses

were issued to operators of creameries
and cheese factories and 334 to operators
of cream stations. There were 77 prosecutions by dairy inspectors during the

Send us your business and your own Com-

pany

will safeguard

your interests.

Applications for Agencies Invited
IS

YOUR COAT FADED?— HAVE

IT

DYED

year.

Enrollments at the College of AgriculEdmonton, totalled 47 for the spring
term and 70 for the fall terra.
Attendance at the various schools of
ture,

Olds,
agriculture totalled as follows:
114; Raymond, 56; Gleichen, 32; Vermilion, 46; Youngstown, 41; Claresholm,
49.

DYERS AND CLEANERS OF EVERYTHING
Hats Cleaned and Blocked.
2S4-236 Twelfth Avenue West, Calgary, Alta., Opp. Public Library
Full Information and price lists upon request. Out of town orders given prompt attention.
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BOOK REVIEW

HYDRO MEDICAL INSTITUTE

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT,

a Book for
Business Men and Others.
By Hugh P.
Vowles, M.I.Mech.E.
(George Allen and
Unwin, Ltd., Ruskin House, 40 Museum
Street, W.C., London, England, publishers.
Price six shillings.)

The author's primary appeal is to business men. To farmers, 'both as business
men and as citizens, this book may prove
Mr. Vowles is the general
of interest.
manager and chief engineer of a large
industrial concern, and a collaborator
with H. G. Wells and Professor Sir E.

Ray Lankester
•

220 Twelfth Ave. W.

Calgary, Alberta

has formed precisely similar opinions
on the party system as it exists in Great
Britain to the opinions which the Alberta
farmers expressed by their votes at the
polls in Tecent elections, and it is worthy
of note that his indictment is in terms
almost identical with those in which,
after bitter expeirience, the farmers of
this Province have indicted the
same
system in Canada.

Treatment of Hemorrhoids by Electrolysis

The Party System

W. SIGMOND,

"The party system," says Mr. Vowles
in a chapter on "Political Disease and its
Remedy," "backed by party funds, puts
forward a number of candidates for election. Some of these the voter can reject,
but beyond this, with few exceptions, he
has no choice. He must accept a balance
of the candidates foisted upon him by an

By. H.

M.D.,

At one time there was confusion as to the true nature of this affection.
It is now generally recognized as a pathologic condition, involving, primarily,
the blood vessels about the termination of the bov»'els. When Bodenhammer employed
the term "hemorrhoidal disease," he adopted the most appropriate designation the
affection has ever received. The simplest and best clinical definition that we can
give and correctly state what we mean, would be "hemorrhoids or piles are tumors
originating in a pathological condition of the hemorrhoidal blood vessels."
The cause of hemorrhoids are predisposing and exciting. The predisposing
causes are: "The upright carriage of man. He maintains the erect attitude for
about two-thirds of the twenty-four hours. Climate and season are also factors,
occurring as it does least frequent in mild or temperate climates, because the torrid
climate has a tendency to diarrheal affections and in very cold regions the act of
defecation Is postponed or unduly hastened, thus leading to constipation and
Diet and habit are also causes. Over-eating, particularly of rich and
straining.
highly seasoned foods and the use of alcoholic beverages are conducive to liver
engorgement, constipation and Intestinal toxemia. The middle period of life Is the
age most affected. As for sex, they are generally more prevalent In the males
owing to their heavy lifting and hard work. Exciting causes are constipation and
the act of defecation. In constipation the stools always require strong muscular
effort tc expel the contents In a direction opposite to the return blood current.
Straining at stool, purgatives and other drugs, certain articles of diet, pregnancy,
parturition and tight lacing are all exciting causes.
In this paper we will use the
classification of external and internal hemorrhoids (piles).
By external hemorrhoids we mean all of those situated below or upon the distal
side of the musco-cutaneous line. They are either covered by the skin or skin and
musco-cutaneous tissue of the anus and are fixed in their position outside of the
external sphincter muscle.
Of the external pile we have the varicose pile, the thrombatic pile, and the
connective tissue pile or tab.
Internal hemorrhoids are located above or upon the proximal side of the mucocutaneous line and invested wholly by mucous membrane.
IT IS IN DEALING WITH THESE THAT OUR ELECTRICAL

IS

TREATMENT

THE TREATMENT OF CHOICE.

latest method we can remove piles without the patient being subjected
are also equipped with all the latest methods
to the dangers of an anasthetic.
for successful treatment of the following conditions:
Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuritis. All forms of Nervous Disease, Chronic Constipation, Asthma, Stiff Joints, Neuralgia, ail disorders of Menstruatidn.

By our

We

COURTESY.

CARE.

IN

COMFORT.

TOWN, PLEASE CALL AND INSPECT THE INSTITUTE.

Impaired Health
BY

DR.

PRIVACY.

Only Qualified Nurses and Physicians in Attendance.
Best References. Inspection and Correspondence Invited.

WHEN

J.

I.

H.

TILDEN.

The Greatest Health Books
Published.

to Health.

^
^
These books may be had through
any Local Secretary, who la offering a
apecla'. discount to U.F.A. members.
8end for price list to-day.

Tilden Book Company
CALGARY.
EIGHTH AVE.

W.,

Don t Argue With Yourself
if

EJver

Care of Children, What Food to Eat
for Health or Disease, Diseases of
Women and Easy Childbirth, Appendicitis and all other matters pertaining
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in the field of sociology.

He

your Eyes bother you they need
attention.

Consult

T. Satchwell
Registered

OPTOMETRIST AND OPTICIAN
9965 Jasper Ave.

Edmonton

Phones: 2789—31555
Repairs to Frames and Lenses.

inteiested clique of political wire-pullers.
These candidates, in order to catch votes,
pretend to serve the interests of their
electors. Their real interest is with Chose
who have thrust them into power; not
the voters, but those who really wield
and manipulate the power of politics be'hind the scenes to their own ends.
The
clique in power sells itself to the private
financial clique which contributes to the
party funds. Having sold itself, however,
it ihas to arrange
for
finance to be
strongly represented in the House of

Commons."
In another ohapter Mr. Vowles indicates
the avenues by which he believes a
remedy may Ibe found in the political
field.

says,

"We ihave to place control," he
"in the hands of the people and

keep

it there if political democracy is
ever to become a reality." This involves
the^ installation of the "New Management," and is precisely what the U.F.A.
seeking to accomplisih in its own
is

sphere.

Causes

The author

of Disorganization
is

convinced

ithat iboth in-

and national disorganization are
produced by "hopedessly narrow and unsound views on Vhe education necessary
for national and business management,
and 'by an interested manipulation of the
dustrial

national credit whicih violates every principle of justice and perpetuates a succession of social slaveries."
"My business," he says, "is tb engineer
and organize faotbrtes, not to write
hooks. I want to mind my own business,
but the charlatans, thrust into power by
a system which is speeding to disaster
at their hands, will not let me.
One's
business does not flourish in a void; it is
linked up to the whole -world of industry
and politics outside" (as the business of
»

the Canadian farmer is linked up) "by
transport, foreign trade, tariffs, labor

THE
organizations, rates

of

U. F. A.
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exchange, taxa-

a hundred other ways. While
I concentrate on my business some fool
of a politician is plunging the couniiry
into "war, some knave of a financier is
gerrymandering with credit and the exchanges, and I see the work of a lifetime
blotted out as if it had never been."
tion,

and

in

Fallacies and Prejudices
very interesting chapter "Concerning
Fallacies" deals frankly with a number of
widely current ideas which must be discarded, the author believes, if civilization
is to find its way out of the impasse
which economic maladjustment has
Ixrought about.
He shows an understanding of the
position
of
Labor
which is not always found among
those who have the management of
large industrial affairs in their charge,
and declares very emphatically that
prejudices in the public mind against the
Labor forces in BQ'itain (which occupy in
some respects, though not in all, a somewhat similar position there to that of
the organized farmers in Canada) is in
large measure due to the propaganda of

A

Delivered

This Lovely Knit Cape

Of Pure Wool
Beautiful Knitted Cape, of PURE WOOL,,
full, long and having a large
collar; a most serviceable, up-todate wrap for motoring^ boat, street or evening
wear; combination colors as follows: Camel and

A

as

—

Brown, Navy and Pearl, Black and White, Navy
and Camel, Navy and Henna, Turquoise and
Pearl.

REGULAR

newspapers controlled in the interests of
governing economic cliques.

$12.00— AN

OUTSTANDING VALUE

AT

Divide and Rule
"The process," he says, "is nearly always the same. Labor is to be divided,
filled with suspicions, one section
set

$5.95

Send Coupon for Bargain Bulletin

Name

against another at afll costs. And to this
end the following are a few of the steps
to be taken:
(1) Set aside all consideration of justice and wdsdom, but make
great play wlith the use of these words;
(2) whatever^course of action Labor pursues, intimate with regret that it has
'tlhereby alienated public sympathy'; (3)
prove, elaborately and logically, points

Prov

Post Office

JAMES RAMSEY
LIMITED

EDMONTON

-

ALBERTA

-

U.F.A.

which aire not in disipute; (4) where
argument and lies are unavailing, abuse
your oi>ponents, attributing base motives
to them; (5) suggest that there are 'paid

who are leading the 'good,
honest body of Laibor to act confrairy to its ibetter judgment.'
A little
whille ago these agitators were supposed
to be paid with German gold. Now it is
Russian gold, and soon, as feeling
between this country and the United
States (becomes more and more intensified, it will be American gold."
Mr. Vowles is as outspoken in his
criticism of what he (believes <io be the
mistakes of the Lahor forces as he is of
the unscrupulous forms of propaganda
directed against them.
"It is not suggested," he remarks, "that the arguments
of Labor are not also frequently fallacious. But I do deny that' a mischievous
and imalicious desire to mislead lies behind lits contentions in general, as is the
case in certain large sections of the press.
The errors of Labor are more frequently

illustrated,

brushed wool

Reduced Fares

agitators'
siane,

TO

EDMONTON
Show

Spring

April 8-15

Going Dates
Return Limit

April 18, 1922

E.

J.

PROCTOR

District Passenger Agent, Calgary

the errors of ignorance, and to this extent
forgiven. But for deliberate falsi-

may be

fication the

New Management

can have

nothing save ceaseless and unremitting
enmity."
The later chapters of the book are devoted to constructive economic proposals.
The author is one of the group of business and professional men who have dethe vtiews of Major
finitely adopted
Douglas, on credit reform, and Mr.
Vowles regards the democratic control of
credit by means of producers' hanks as

economic

He

convinced that "the existing social order by
its
very nature accumulates tensions

vital

to

stability.

is

WE

like to dress his own hogs, veal or cattle, and get
the highest price possible.
With our facilities, such as our selling force, chill and freezer rooms, we can
net you more money than If you shipped them alive.

GIVE US A TRIAL SHIPMENT.

WE BUY

BUTTER, EGGS

AND POULTRY

Write for Shipping Tags and Instructions
Ship the Viscera, but

How

to Kill

and Dress.

SHIP BY EXPRESS

DO NOT FREEZE
In

separate package.

ALBERTA PRODUCE COIVIPANY, LTD.
437

(Continued on page 24)

SELL FRESH iVIEATS

To the producer that would

TENTH AVENUE EAST, CALGARY, ALTA.
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Alberta Legislative

FREE FOR

Assembly Prorogued

Royal Crown Soap Wrappers

The first session of the fifth Legislative
Assembly of the Province of Alberta
prorogued shortly after eleven o'clock on
Tuesday night, Maa^ch 28th, after having
been in session since February 2nd. A

This is an example of beauiiful Aluminium
Ware, of which we have an unrivalled selection.
The price of piece illustrated or any

—

—

other are shown In our Illustrated Premium
Catalogue, which will be sent on application.
Write, phone or call for it.

digest of the legislation passed during
the last few days of the session will be
printed in the next issue of "The U.F.A."
Governor's Speech

The Royal Crown Soaps Limited
CALGARY

Premium Store

The speech

of the Lieutenant-Governor
proroguing the Assemlbly was as follows
Mr. Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly:
It affords me much pJeasure to be able
to congratulate you on the result of your
labors on this, the first session of thein

ALTA.

:

CHRISTIE

GRANT

BANKRUPT SALE
OPEN IN EDMONTON TO
SELL OUT THE ENTIRE

HALF-MILLION DOLLAR

BANKRUPT STOCK
of the well-known Christie Grant Mail Order

House of Winnipeg

BAEGAINS GALORE EVERY DAY— COME AND GET THEM
WHILE THEY LAST.

9857
Jasper Ave.

NEW

CHRISTIE

PRICES

ON

Rogers' Silverware
Tea Spoons

$2,00

'/z

GRANT

9857

!/2

doz.

doz.

H. R.

Consult

Chronic Cases a Specialty

X-Rav Laboratory,
>rd

Floor,

in

Office.

Leeion- LIncham

CALGARY

Block

C.

Irrigation

ROSSITER

Orthopaedic Shoe Maker and
Brace Specialist
226 Seventh Ave. E.

Schemes

acts resnectlng irrlsratlon schemes,
while providing work for those who need
it, are designed as revenue nroduclng Investments. v(Hhich will contVlbute materially to the general p^rosperlty of the years
to come.

wants in resnect to good roads and railway accommodation throughout the rural

ETC.^

CALGARY

CHIROPRACTOR

to prosper.

FALLEN
ARCHES

ANEES

Ltd., Jewelers

Dr. C. E. Messenger

The lengthening of nJie time for redemption of lands from tax sales and
other provisions of a like nature will nrotect many homes and encourage production, through which alone we can expect

The Public Highways Act and the Railway Extensions Act reflect In some de-

WEAK

send you some?

CHAUNCEY,

employment.

FROM

AND

Beautiful Pattern and good for
10 years.

May we

carried out In tbe best interests of the
Province as a whole.
In meeting you again to release you
from further attendance on the duties of
the session, I have to erpress my appreciation of youir earnest attention to the
many measures which have required your
consideration.
The care given to the
various bills in committees and the evident disposition to duly consider the
many important bills dealt with are
worthy of recognition.
Your deliberations have been marked
by the spirit of confidence and optimism
which make foir the strength and success
of the community.
You are to be commended for the legislation embodied in the various acts
enacted to meet the present necessities
consequent upon crop failures, with their
consequent general depression and un-

The

Don't Suffer

$3.75 Vz doz.
$4.50

Legislature of the Province.

have given my assent to the legislation you have enacted in the full assurance that it has been conceived and
I

Jasper Ave.

Dessert Spoons and

Forks
Table Spoons and
Forks

fifth

Calgary

gree our appreciation

of

the settlers'

districts.

Among other enactments worthy of
sneclal notloe are the Restaurant Act and
the Amended Llouoir Exnort and Liquor
Acts which will strengthen the hands of
miy Government in providing for the
st'rlcter enforcement of the law.
The Produce Merchants* Act, the Agricultural Pests Act and the Stock Inspection
Act, formulated
to
protect the
farming community and to aid the development of our agricultural resources,
are timely and furnish evidence of our
interest in the basic industries of our
Province.
The provision

for

a minimum

wage

board for women, the Act Respecting the

THE
Rights of Property of Married Women,
the establishment of a bureau of laJbor
and the Act Relating to the Superannuation and Retiring Allowances of Civil
Servants, will be laws that will lead to
co-operation and co-ordination of effort
and their operation will be of great advantage to the Province and its people.
I would relieve you from further attendance In the confident hope that before I have again the pleasure of inviting
your attendance In this Assembly, many
problems consequent on conditions will
have been solved and the application of
this solution so far advanced as to bring
In sight the restoration of the whole
community to a condition of permanent
industry and adyancement.
You may be assured that the supplies
you have voted for the need of my administration for the period up to the date
of the final passage of the estimates for
the fiscal year ending December 31, 1922,
will be used with wise economy. I thank
you for your liberality in this regard, and
in discharging you from further attendance, would assure you of my good wishes

for the health

and welfare of you

If
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You Have Any
Of

selling

Idea

your Stock elsewhere than in

open competition on a Public Market, we

want an opportunity

of explaining the ad-

vantages of Co-operative Shipping.

A

large

number

use this plan.

of farmers consistently

Why not

you?

all.

WRITE NEAREST OFFICE FOR
PARTICULARS.

UNITED GRAIN GROWERS
LIVESTOCK DEPARTMENT

CALOARY
THE LATE

MR.

C. O.

F.

EDMONTON

WRIGHT

O. F. Wright, M.L/.A. for Ribstone
constituency, died late on the evening
of March 28th in the Royal Alexandra
Hospital, in Edmonton, of pneumonia.
He was 49 years of age.
in Simcoe County, near Barrie,
C.

Bom

English-Irish
parentage,
of
Mr. Wright was educated in the schools
of that town.
Some years ago he
settled near Hughenden.
He was for
eight years secretary-treasurer of the
E^astervale School Board, and was a direc^
tor of the Battle River U.F.A. Constituency Association.
He was a PresbyOntario,

terian.

Last July Mr. Wright was U.F.A. candidate in the Provincial election, and was
elected by a majority of about 1,300, his
opponent being Mr. J. A. Turgeon. He
was a hard-working member of the Legislature during the session just closed. His
death removes one of the most devoted
and conscientious workers in the cause
of the U.F.A. and will be deeply mourned
by membeirs of the organization who
,

To Secure the Highest Values and Quick Returns
SHIP TO

H. P.

KENNEDY LIMITED

Live Stock Commission Agents, Dealers and Exporters

EDMONTON STOCKYARDS
We Solicit

$100.00

EDMONTON
Co-operative Shipments

PER

MONTH

knew him.

A telegram of condolence was sent to
Mrs. Wright by President Wood, and a
message of sympathy was also sent In
behalf of the Central Office staff of the
U.Fj^.
The funeral took place at Hugtienden
on Thursday, March 30 th, and was
attended by Premier Greenfield and other
members of the Cabinet and of the Legislative Assembly.

An Income of $100 per month, beginning in five yeairs, may be
obtained by Investing $76.24 of your present Income each month.
Let Us Send You Particulars
PAID-UP CAPITAL AND RESERVE, $14,000,000.00

CANADA PERMANENT MORTGAGE CORPORATION
EDMONTON, ALBERTA
10126 100th Street

W.

T.

CREIGHTON
Manager
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A. G.

CLARKE & CO., Ltd.

WE BUY
WE SELL
WE RENT

Farms and Ranches

If

you have Land for Sale,

list

it

with

us.

If

ALL
PARTS OF
ALBERTA
IN

you want Land, write us for

Prices and Terms.

Money

Satisfaction Assured.

Loan on Improved Farms.

to

CHAS.
OFFICE:

E.

200-202

LASHER, Manager Farm Land Department
CALGARY, ALTA.

LOUGHEED BUILDING

-

-

RAILWAY EXTENSIONS
FOR PRESENT SEASON
About 40 miles of new railway extefisions will be added to Provincial railway
systems this year, according to announcement by Hon. V. W. Smith, Minister of Railways.
miles will be from

One extension of 15

Grande Prairie westward towards the Lake Saskatoon district on the E. D. & B. C.
Another extension will be 12% miles on the Canada
Central Peace River line from the present terminus of Berwyn to Waterhole
district.
Another extension of 11 miles
will be built to the Lacombe and Northwestern line. Improvements totalling
$2,000,000 will be made on the A. & G.

W.

this year.
:o:

Employment

Service of

Canada

PROPOSE CENTRAL AUDITING
OFFICE
Creation of a central auditing office and
appointment of a controller-general for
the Province, this official to be named by
the Cabinet and removable only by the
Legislature,

GOVERNMENT OF ALBERTA
TO THE FARMERS OF ALBERTA:—
For your Spring and Summer Workers the Employment
respectfully

Sei-vice

solicits

your patronage and co-operation.

remember the service is FREE, and evei-y effort
used to give you prompt and satisfactory assistance.
Please

The

Sei-vice

will be

has Offices at Calgary, Edmonton, Lethbridge,

Medicine Hat, Drumheller.

W. MITCHELL,

EXTENSION SERVICES AVAILABLE
TO ALL WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS.
(Continued from page 15).
to take advantage of the
extension facilities. All women's organizations would be placed on an equal footing in this respect. "It is a very weak
argument of the opposition," Mr. Brown-

would be entitled

lee concluded, "to attempt^o show that
the Goveniment, in extending educational

Wire, Phone or Write your Orders.
J.

is the recommendation made
an interim report submitted to the
Premier by the firms of Harvey, Cole,
Richardson & Robertson, and Geo. A.
Touche & Co., who have been conducting
the independent audit of the Government
books for the Government during the
past few months.

in

women, have committed a
grave error. I hope that this discussion
will close without any further attempts
to befog the issue, without any further
efforts through the public press, to disseminate throughout the country- a wrong
impression of the objects of the bill."
services to all

Director.

:o:

CROWN LUr^^BER COSVSPANY UmiJl
We carry complete stocks of
Dry Lumber

at

Country Yards

STRONG & DOWLER
512

GRAIN EXCHANGE, CALGARY, ALBERTA
Commission rslerchants and Hay Dealers
Specializing in Carload Lots

V,'rite,

Wire, Phone

—You

Need Our Service

—We

Want Your

Business

Get your quotations from us for Seed Grain, Upland Hay,
Timothy, Northern Upland and Meadow Hay and Green Feed.
We can supply pure vaiieties of Seed Oats, Wheat and Barley.

Phone M1922, Calgary.

^Vire or write

STRONG & DOWLER

CALGARY, ALBERTA
All Orders are given our Personal Attention

:
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BOOK REVIEW.

(Continued from page 21)
which must destroy it sooner or

later,

unless the causes of tension can be iremoved by modifying the system," and
that it is the imiperative duty of all Intelligent citizens to find means of "substituting a more equitable and stable basis
of society."

Religion and Statecraft

The book deals with eminently

jwac-

tical questions,

but a philosophic stfaln
runs through its pages.
"Religion and
statecraft," says the author, "operate In
the same field of action, hut both have
hitherto met with only very partial success, because the exponents of each
neglect the truths maintained by the
other." And again (quoting in this case
from Burke), "The great difference between the real statesman and the pretended one Is, that the one sees into the
future, while the other regards only the
present; the one Jives by the day and acts
on expediency; the other acts on enduring principles."
Altogether, a book which would repay
study by members of farmers' organizations, as well as hy the members of labor
organizations and of boairds of trade and

Rotary Clubs.
W.N.S.

THE
Killam Successful
in Co-operative Trade
starting retail business in a modest
in the spring of last year, the Killam
District Co-operative Association has
been firmly established, and at the close
of the year had carried on a large volume
of business at a profit. In reporting on
the trade of the year, William Halsall,
the manager, states:
"The Association has been carrying on
a retail business since March 1st, 1921.
Previous to this date we had been
handling commodities in carlot quantities
for six years under the name of Willow
Hollow Co-operative Association. In that
period we had bought and sold $100,000
worth of goods on less than $1,000 capital, and had paid a small dividend every
year, besides putting by a small sum in

way
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LAND FOR SALE
have for Sale, 60 miles West of EDMONTON, three Sections
seeded with Timothy, at $15.50 per acre.
Will sell either in part or whole sections. Eight miles from Main
Line G.T.P. Anyone who knows the value of Lake Bottoms will
realize that this is value, as the depth of rich soil is from six to
twenty feet with plenty of moisture. Terms arranged. Write
I

of

RECLAIMED LAND,

or see

me

personally,

if

interested.

MURRAY
EDMONTON

J. J.

STREET,

99TH

10133

Phones:

9345—9346

reserve.

"Last March we started our retail business in a very moderate way, stocking
about $500 worth of groceries in our
small building, and sold about $100 worth
of goods the first week. Each week saw
About the
an increase of business.
middle of May we moved to new premises
adjoining the old building. Business increased so rapidly that we soon had to
engage two extra assistants. By June
we were handling machinery, coal, lumber, fence posts, groceries, dry goods,
boots and shoes and hardware, and the demand for other goods was greater than
we could handle with our small capital.

Volume

OGILVIE'S

ROYAL HOUSEHOLD
FLOUR
Gives Better Bread and More of

Are Best for Breakfast
ASK FOR THEM
Ogilvie Products are handled by

some Merchant

of Business.

"We give a summary of the volume of
business done up to the 31st December:
Groceries sold, $32,195; dry goods and
and shoes, $8,996; hardware,
boots

$2,067.81.

equipment are paid
"In November

we

Our

building

installed

a ten ton

who haul from Battle River, practically
no coal being shipped in by rail this winWe have also just recently started
ter.
to ship hogs and cattle, and in spite of
strenuous opposition the farmers have
stayed well with us.
"This district had a poor crop last
fall,

CALGARY

and

We

Alberta
J.

We

benefitted the whole community.
"Our association is looking forward to
co-operative
other
co-operating with

associations for more effective methods
of purchasing goods and for selling the
produce of the farmers."

April 3-8

April 12, 1922

E.

PROCTOR

District Passenger Agent, Calgary

low prices.

our goods by which we believe any business if run economically can make a fair
pay little attention to our
profit.
competitors' prices, but believe we have
caused them to reduce their prices to
nearly the same level as ours, and we
feel satisfied that we have indirectly

Show

Livestock

Going Dates
Return Limit

and most of the grain was sold at

This caused considerable
slackness in trade. We are now marking
time and consolidating our position, as
we feel that we expanded a little too fast
on our small capital. We have not engaged in price cutting since we started in
business. We set a margin of profit on

every town.

TO

for.

now the busiest scale
scale, and this
have also built a coal shed,
in town.
and we take in coal from the farmers

in

Reduced Fares

$4,287; U.G.G. machinery, $5,138; coal,
$2,230; insurance, $1,257; twine, $9,198;
gopher poison, $115; sundries, $85; posts,
$1,970; lumber, $4,816; hogs, $1,483.
"The total amount of sales was
51/3%.
expenses
Overhead
$71,770.
Profits,

It.

OGILVIE OATS

SEND YOUR
WATCH. CLOCK, SILVERWARE
or JEWELRY FOR REPAIRS.

Choice Cut Flowers
AND HOUSE PLANTS
We

Only expert workmen employed.
All

Work

is

Guaranteed.

specialize in

FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS
For any occasion.

Jackson Bros.
Edmonton's Leading Jewellers,
Watchmakers, etc..
9962 JASPER AVENUE
Phone 747.
Canadian National Railways Watch
Inspectors.

A.

M. TERRILL LIMITED
FLORISTS
809 FIRST STREET WEST
CALGARY. ALTA.

—
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DR.

E.

R.

SAWYER

DR.

A.

A.

THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

HOLLISS

Amateur Photographers
Photography

—

my

In

branches

Its

all

—

arrival.

ENLARGING A SPECIALTY

Developing, any size
Prints

W.

15c.

roil

3c.

and up

OLIVER

J.

Established 1909.
12th Ave. and Ist St. W., Calgary

Half Block from Public Library

EIGHTH AVE.

328a

CALGARY

W.,

Phone M3686

BERING

MAKES

Want

GOOD

GLASSES

Better

Bread?
the classes for Home-made Bread
the Edmonton 1921 Exhibition, 36
out of 40 prizes awarded, including all
Firsts and all Seconds, were taken by
bread made with White Star Yeast
Cakes.

Alberta Corner, CALGARY
806A FIRST STREET WEST

in

at

USE

WHITE
STAR

Eating at Kolbs
IS

LIKE

Eating at

Home

Prices which are always low and
service is given without frills.
Our meats and vegetables are cooked
as prescribed by Dr. Tilden, the Denver Health Specialist.

KOLBS RESTAURANT
Operated by a U.F.A. iVIember at

YEAST

A TRIAL

Large.
IS SOLICITED.

KODAK USERS

HOUSES FOR SALE
Registered Percheron Stallions, 3
to 5 years old, weighing up to
2200 lbs.
Rtgistered Percheron Mares and

Send your films to ua to be developed
and printed. 24 hours' service, work
guaranteed. Enlargements a Specialty.
Return postage paid.
D. J.
107

YOUNG &

8tli

CO., LTD.
Avenue W., Calgary

Fillies.

bena

GEORGE LANE & CO. LTD.
Phone M284S.

CALGARY.

The amendments provide that
trappers must have a resident trapper's
license, save in trapping on their own
land. They also provide that no person
shall at any time carry a loaded shot gun
or discharge the same from any vehicle.

present.

Amendments to the Prairie Fires Ordinance provide further measures for the
prevention of prairie fires and for combating these fires.
Other acts introduced include one providing for appointment of an extra supreme court judge. This is to provide
against a need which may arise in connection with the bankruptcy court, and
the act can only be brought into effect
on proclamation of the Government.
There are acts to amend the Wild Lands
Tax Act, to amend the School Ordinance,
the Town Act, the Village Act, the Educational Tax Act, the Motor Vehicle Act,,
and the Public Service Act.

Announcement has been made by Hon.
Perren Baker, Minister of Education, that
there will be a joint conference of School
Trustees' Association and Teachers' Alliance committees to negotiate a new
teachers' contract form.

John R. Cowell, the veteran clerk of
the Legislature, celebrated his 73rd
birthday on Monday last.
Mr. Cowell
has been clerk of the Alberta Legislature
since the election of the first Legislature
16 years ago.
Relief

Work

Among

returns made to the Assembly
in response to questions, was one in reply to F. White, of Calgary, as to the
amount of money spent for relief work.
This showed that $544,500 had been
authorized for distribution of relief and
Of these
$640,500 for relief work.
amounts $536,435 had been spent since
August 15th last. Grants made to cities

and towns totalled $31,955, and advances
the Department of Agriculture

made by

for relief totalled $118,528. In addition
to this many public buildings were under
way providing work for unemployed.
In reply to A. R. McLennan, Edmonit was stated that $186,244 had been
spent by the Government on relief since
November 1, and of this $2,136 had been
spent on farmers living north of Red
Deer. Cities had drawn amounts as folEdmonton
lows:
Calgary
$17,255,

ton,

Matched Teams of Work Horses,
Blacks, Bays and Greys.
Address

(Continued from Page 7)

Is

business not a sideline which
assures you of best possible results.
mall
Special attention paid to all
orders. Work guaranteed.
Ail return postage paid, and work
re-malied within 24 hours after Its

itin pieces.
Let us examine your
eyes for new glasses. If interested in
Goggles, Field Glasses, Microscopes or
Artificial Eyes, write us.
Dept. 10, ALBERTA OPTICAL Co. Ltd.
128 Eighth Ave. W., Calgary, Alta.

$8,789, Lethbridge $4,662, Medicine Hat
$816, Red Deer and Wetaskiwin, nothing.

R. C. Marshall, Calgary, drew the inthat 2,311 permanent employes were employed by the Government when the present Government took
office and that 2,197 were employed now.

formation

Groceteria Ltd.
325

SEVENTH AVENUE WEST,

Emery FlordI Co. Limifed
(?IPEAU PAPK CALGAQV
•

PMOHE

CALGARY.

/^

•?455

—

Write us for our Complete GroCatalogue.
We deliver all
goods prepaid to your station. Why
not take advantage of Calgary
prices?
You will find our list incery

teresting,
saver.

and we believe a money

We

put

THE INKP
IN

YQUR

SNAPSHOTS

SRIHC TOUR FlinS TO

M^DERMID
STUDIUS'
lOUi.lOiy 5T

EDMONTON.

Hon. C. R. Mitchell secured a return
showing that a total of $4,155,524 remained outstanding and uncollected by
the various departments at the end of
1921.
In addition to this $1,099,469 had
been collected and not yet turned over to
the general revenue.
In answer to T. C. Milnes, Claresholm,
the Assembly was informed that $49,554.31 had been paid in bonuses to civil
service employes during the last full
bonus period, which is three months,
since the bonuses are paid quarterly.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF DEMOCRATIC GROUP ORGANIZATION.

THE

THE CHAMPION

(Continued fi-om page 4).

have to build their citizenship strength
into an organized unit, and use it just as
intelligently as money is now being used.
The whole conflict will be between the
power of citizenship and that of money.

FARM HARNESS" Value
OF WESTERN CANADA

Organized money now dominates citizenOrganized citizenship must break
ship.
this domination.
The Citizenship Unit
We have been trying to exercise our
citizenship as individuals, but have never
succeeded in making it efficient. The individual unit of citizenship -is too low.
It will never function efficiently in the
development of democracy. At the last
election in Canada there were over three
Dividing the entire
million votes cast.
citizenship into three million units not
only reduces the unit of strength to the
vanishing point, but creates the greatest
possible amount of confusion and disIt is true these individual units
cord.
have been divided up into two or more
political parties, but the political party
system does not raise the citizenship
Each party is composed of a conunit.
glomerate mass of individuals, and the
individual is still the unit.
It is true that the parties are divided
against each other on one or more ques-

real
and well defined, but hardly ever so on
more than one question, and that a temOn all other questions
porary one.
there are all sorts of differences of intions.

Sometimes

this

division

is

terests and opinions among the individuals in each party, consequently all
Few
sorts of confusion and instability.
questions are ever settled permanently
by political parties, and none that deal

with primary social problems.

[The exposition of the principles of
Democratic Group Organization, by President Wood, will be concluded in the

\
BRIDLES —Concord, with %-inch cheeks.
LINES— 1-inch, primest harness leather, with
HAMES — Common wood, with yg-inch straps.

)

snaps.

TRACES— 1 %-inch, with ring and safe, three rows of stitching.
BACK BANDS— 3-inch, feltnlined body, with 1%-inch billets.
BELLY BANDS —Folded, with li/^-inch layer and buckles.
BREAST STRAPS AND MARTINGALES— iy2-inch, with snaps and
slides.

$37.85

PRICE DELIVERED, less Breeching
PRICE DELIVERED, with 1-inch, five-ring breeching as shown,
1%-inch breast straps and martingales, steel hames
(Hi C C C\C\
and 1-inch hame straps
«II)03»v/vJ
One Pair Russet Face, Thong Sewn Rim Collar. Just <D*Q CiCi pajr
what you require

for this harness

MEDICINE HAT— The

THE

cheapest manufacturing city in Canada.
Let us prove it.

HUTCHINSON SADDLERY COMPANY

T.

MEDICINE HAT

LIMITED

ALBERTA

issue of April 15].

—

:o:

CAUSES OF DEPRESSION IN AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY.
(Continued from page 8).
utterly unfitted to hold

any public

FOR MILK PAILS, MILK TICKETS, MILK BOTTLE CAPS AND BOTTLES,
CREAM SHIPPING CANS, ALUMINUM WARE, A HIGH CLASS
RANGE, MARTIN SENOUR PAINTS, BUILDERS' HARDWARE ANDT
ROOFING, AND ALL SMALL HARDWARE, TENTS AND FURNITURE

of-

WRITE

fice.

"Of one thing we may feel assured.
have
'experts'
Since our government
stated that the problem is incapable of
solution, they are not likely to allow
themselves to be persuaded to swallow
their own words, no matter how plausible
a remedy may be offered. Our experts
are not of the type who would ever
acknowledge fallibility in their economic
pronouncements. Hence, no matter how
serious our industrial affairs may become, it is quite certain that no remedy
will be permitted to interfere with the
present order of things so long as we are
governed by the present set of permanent officials."
In placing before the readers of The

J.

THE

TO

A.

AVENUE AND RICE STREETS, MARKET SQUARE
EDMONTON
Winnipeg

Calgary

South

Wood, Weiller

&

St.

Paul

Chicago

McCarthy, Limited

Livestock Commission Brokers

EDMONTON STOCKYARDS

—

Trade Supplement of The Times business men, manufacturers and financiers,
for the most part a remedy which he
believed to be valid, Mr. Kitson explained
that the plan proposed is designed "not to
overthrow the present system, but to improve it, since unless it is improved its
overthrow is certain."
(Continued in Next Issue)

OF

WERNER'S HARDWARE

COR. QUEEN'S

Edmonton

HARDWARE

RECOGNIZED FARMERS'
EDMONTON,

is

—

The Old Reliable
Our Long Experience in Handling Live Stock
Your Assurance for Highest Prices and Quick

Returns.

Trade Mark

of

Service

Office Phones:
71211
Night Phones: 82965—2534
LEE WILLIAMS, Mgr.
W. L. KING, Accountant
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Peace River
Oats

U. F. A.

Rally to Fight the
Grasshopper Plague
The grasshopper plague, which for the past
three years has caused considerable losses to
the farmers throughout the prairies of North
America, threatens this year to reach alarmThe
ing proportions in Southern Alberta.
is so serious that tne Government
Alberta has decided to take all possible
to reduce the losses it will occasion
this year, and to prevent a further spread

situation
of

measures
in 1923.

We

have a large quantity of
Choice Oats from the famous

PEACE RIVER
DISTRICT.
WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND
PRICES.

GiDespie Grain Co. Ltd.
316 McLEOD BUILDING

EDMONTON.

GRAIN— STOCKS

—BONDS—

Option Accounts Handled.
Direct Private Wire

Winnipeg,

New York Chicago.

E. H. Strickland, Dominion entomologist,
who for some years has been engaged in research work in connection with the spread of
the grasshopper plague, is now stationed at
Alberta University, and will continue this
work in conjunction with the Department of
Agriculture. Mr. Strickland has written the
following statement relative to the steps that
are being taken to combat the pest the
coming season.
"A Pest Act, which requires all residents in
the infested territory to take steps for the
control of pests on their lands, has been
added to the statutes of the Province, and
the Department of Agriculture has been
authorized to purchase large quantities of
the various materials that are necessary for
poisoning grasshoppers. These materials will
be distributed throughout the infested territory and will be supplied to the councils of
municipalities and to the unorganized districts at half their cost to the Government.
A Machine for Every Council
"It is hoped that every municipal council
v/ill obtain a machine for mixing these ingredients in order that a well prepared bait
can be supplied to all farmers whose land is
infested with this pest.
The councils of
several municipalities installed these machines last year, and the bait prepared by
them was far more effective and considerably
cheaper than was hand-mixed bait.
At
various points in the unorganized territory
the Department of Agriculture is arranging

The cost
to have similar machines installed.
and expenses in connection with operating
these will be borne by the districts that they
serve.

Western Canada's
Opportunity School

Alberta CoUege North

EDMONTON, ALTA.
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL
Public and

High School

Courses.

"The cost of this campaign to the Government, and to the municipalities, will doubtless
be considerable, but it must be borne in
mind that grasshoppers are steadily increasing in Alberta both in numbers and in the
territory that they infest, and that only by
the most effective measures this year can we
hope to avoid a far more severe and extenAll money directed
sive outbreak in 1923.
to the reduction of the pest this year will
be many times repaid in the increa.sed production of crops this fall, and in the saving
effected in subsequent years.
Can Be Terminated.
"Past experience has shown that grasshopper outbreaks can be successfully terminated by the effective and thorough use of
poisoned baits. The history of most grasshopper outbreaks has been, however, that
there is always a percentage of the population that does not appreciate their responsibilities under such circumstances, with the
result that the outbreak drags on for several
years. The Pe^t Act contains clauses compelling owners of land to control this pest on
their own property, but the grasshopper outbreak will not be successfully checked unless
the residents in the infested territory
are prepared to support the spirit of the act
beyond its letter. This applies not only to
farmers and other landowners, but to the
business men of the towns and villages.
"The destructive species of grasshoppers
have
comparatively
restricted
breeding
grounds. These are confined almost entirely
to sod, especially that along roadsides and in
pastures. They do not breed, as many people
seem to think, promiscuously over large
areas of unbroken prairie, for in such places
the eggs are laid only around the margins of
sloughs, in low-lying somewhat damp spots,
and In the sod bordering trails.
"There is a certain amount of egg-laying
in hard weedy stubble land, and also around
old straw piles, but apart from these places
cultivated land is practically free from
grasshoppers when they first hatch.
All
Kubsequent infestation of such land is due to
migrations
from
neighboring
breedinggrounds, such as we have described above.
Were it possible for all of these breedinggrounds to be located and to be treated with
poisoned
bait
before
the
grasshoppers
migrrate from them, the damage to crops this
year would be negligible and the chances of a
recurrence of the pest next year would be
much reduced.
all of

All

Commercial Branches,

Including Bookkeeping,
Shorthand and Telegraphy.

Complete Conservatory
Courses in
Piano, Voice, Organ, Violin,
Expression, etc.

Rates lowest and most
attractive.

For Calendar and

full

informa-

tion, write to

F. S.

McCALL,
Principal.

I

B.A.,

Need for Co-operation.
"It is anticipated that all farmers will take
necessary steps to control the grasshoppers
that breed out on their own farms, and will
assist each other in every way possible, but
it is hoped, also, that everyone in the infested territory will realize that they should
•

help to rid their districts from this pest.
"There are large areas of unoccupied land
in every municipality and near every village
and town in Alberta. Many of these already
are known to contain grasshopper breedinggrounds.
It
Is
suggested that these be
scouted under the auspices of local boards
of trade or other organizations.
If, in the
spring, they are found to be heavily infested
with grasshoppers, men should be detailed to
poison them, or, if the areas are extensive,
could not a date be set as a civic holiday
upon which the residents of the town are
organized to poison these breeding-grounds
before the grasshoppers spread from them to

neighboring farm lands, where they wUl be a
detriment to the whole community?
Everyone Will Pay.
"Everyone in Alberta will have to contribute to the expense of the grasshopper

campaign

this year,

and

if

this

campaign

is

not a complete success, they may have to
contribute even more heavily next year, for
the pest has increased for the time being
beyond the bounds of natural control, and It
can be reduced only by the efforts of the
residents in the infested portion of the
province.

"Residents of Alberta who are not farmers
should bear this in mind, and decide whether
even for the most selfish reasons it would
not pay them to take part in the campaign
that will be waged by the farmers against
grasshoppers this summer."
0

LEGAL COLUMN.
this column will be published In
each Issue answers to one or more
legal queries.
Members desiring to
submit question to the U.F.A. Legal
Department should do so through their
Local Secretaries, who will give Information as to conditions. It will not
be possible to answer questions submitted by members In an Individual
capacity. Special attention Is called to
In

the "Two Important Matters"
tioned below.

men-

AMUSEMENT TAX.
Question:
We have built a community
hall; the proceeds from dances and entertainments held in the building, after expenses are paid, go towards payment of the
cost of construction. We have had to take
out a license, and now the Chief Censor of
Moving Pictures is trying to collect Amuse,

ment Tax from

us.

Are we

liable for this

tax?

Answer: The Amusement Tax Act of 1918,
Chapter 13, under the definition of "Places of

Amusement," would include your community
hall, as evidently charges are made for those
attending the entertainments.
There is a
provision,
however,
that
the
Provincial
Secretary may in his discretion exempt persons attending such entertainments from
paying this tax if the proceeds are to be devoted wholly to religious, charity or patriotic
purposes, and the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council may exempt Any place of erftertainment from such tax. We think, therefore,
you should take this up with the Provincial
Secretary, calling his attention to the provisions in this Act referred to.

FIRE INSURANCE OF SCHOOL.
Question: Our school house is insured for
school purposes only. Kindly inform me who
would be responsible if the school house
should barn down after one of our Local
meetings or entertainments.
Answer: If the insurance policy provides
that the building is to be used for school purposes only, in the event of a loss by fire,
while the building was being used for some
other purpose, we think the insurance company would not be liable for the loss. If you
intend to continue the use of the building for
other purposes, some change should be made
in the policy.
Of course, if a fire occurred
while it was being used for other than school
purposes and if the fire were purely accidental, no one would be responsible and the
loss would fall on the school district.
If any
one set fire to the building purposely he
would be held responsible, but this is, of
course, not likely to happen.

THE
POULTRY AND EGGS
C.

S.

Well matured, vigoi-ous birds, $5.00 each.
A limited number of the above specially
selected from our b«t producing hens,
Hatching eggs, both varie$8.00 each.
per setting (13 eggs), two set-

Day old
eggs, $12.00.
Chicks, a limited number, after April
June
1st,
after
hundred;
15th, $35.00 per
An entry from this flock led at
$25.00.
Lethbridge gg Laying Contest last year,
52 consecutive
producing 246 eggs
Demonstration
C.P.R.
Apply
weeks.
Farm, Strathmore, Alberta.
tings,

m

ISLAND REDS.—OUR STOCK
New York, Toronto, Guelph,

RHODE

has won at

best display at Calgary
show four successive seasons. Customers
including Calgary,
shows,
many
win at
Pullets at
Edmonton and Winnipeg.

and awarded

Government Laying Contest
record of 182 and 224 eggp in eleven
Cockerels at $7.50 each up;
months.
eggs $4.00 per setting up. Send for mating list. H. V. Grainger, 112 Thirteenth
Avenue W., Calgary.

Qominion

made

EXCHANGE COLUMNS
FARMERS' CLASSIFIED — Farm-

Hatching eggs, $5 for 15; 30 for $8. Grade B
quality: Pens headed by males from 200egg producing stock. $2.50 for 15; 30 for
H. Higginbotham, Calgary, Alta.
$4.
.

accompanied by cash, and must
reach us at least eight days in
advancd of dates of publication,
which are the 1st and 15th of each
Cancellations must also
month.
reach us eight days In advance.

Stuart, Hardisty, Alta.

SEED GRAIN, POTATOES, ETC.
REGISTERED AND

pure. True to type.
faction guaranteed

Henry Young,

109A Avenue, Edmonton.

Phone

Cockerels, large vigorous birds,
each. E. A. Hansen, Big Valley.

at

year 1920, from good seed.
Yielded 85
bushels to acre. Price, fifty-five cents per
bushel; car load, fifty cents.
Apply F.
Sugden, Cheadle.

SEED

BLACK ORPINGTONS — SITTINGS OF
Eggs from my massive Guelph winners
$5
(pens average ^Vz lbs. per pullet).
E.
eggs.
of
15
$10 per sitting
Hamblin, 1237 Riverdale Ave., Calgary.

and

COCKERELS,

ORPINGTON

WHITE

Pullets,

Eggs,

Government

$2.

sitting;

$2

fertility

$4;

inspected.

guaranteed.

Dessert, Ridpath, Sask.

RHODE ISLAND REDS. PROVEN HEAVY
Four birds entered utility class,
Calgary show under Professor Graham,

layers.

Guelph;

all

Eggs, $3.50 for

winners.

15.

Eggs from my best exhibition pen headed
by 1st prize cock in class of 24, Calgary,

My success depends
1921.
$10 for 15.
on your satisfaction. Louis Kompf, 506
Rideau Road, Calgary. Phone M4397.

FILLBASKET BUFF ORPINGTONS. LADY
Fairfield
contest.

Agassiz
249 eggs,
C. Robbins, R. 2,

laid

(reg.)

Eggs from

$3.

Chilliwack, B.C.

"EMPIRE

for

hatching.

John Tough,

Per

15,

$2;

per

100,

$9.

Islay, Alta.

BARRED ROCKS— EGGS FOR HATCHING.

of two firsts, one second,
third and fourth, Edmonton show. SplenT. Gordon, 12132
$4 for 15.
did layers.
82nd Street, Edmonton.

From winners

SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORN EGGS

Pens headed by males
hatching.
from Agricultural College, Guelph, their
Leghorns having won the egg laying contest of Canada, 1921. Setting of 15 eggs,
Jas. R. Irwin, Cowley, Alta.
$2; 100, $10.
for

ISLAND REDS.— EGGS FROM
R.C.
choice flock of dark red hens mated to
laying strain cockerels. $2 per 15. J. A.
Sackett, Crossfi eld. Alta.

RHODE

When

Replying

Sir,

March

your medium.

I,

I

to

Advertisements,

please mention 'The V. F. A."

generation,

—

Classified Advertising

rate Is low only three cents per word
per Issue. Send In your advertisement
now to the Advertising Department of
"The U.F.A.", Lougheed Building, Calgary, Alberta.

BUY, SELL OR EXCHANGE
THROUGH YOUR OWN PAPER.

test

96%.

3rd

Registered

60o.

Boars for service.

Apply Charles Tory

less.

&

Son, Kits-

coty. Alta.

LIVESTOCK
YORKSHIRES

—

—

REGISTERED
SIRE,
Grand Champion Brandon, 1920. Dams
the best. January pigs, either sex, $20
each. J. M. Southward, Lacombe.

FOR SALE—3 PURE-BRED WHITEFACE
Bulls, one rising 4, of Bonnie Lad breeding; 2 rising 2, of Beau Donald breeding.
Priced right. Sears Bros, Nanton, Alta.

FOR SALE.—TWO REGISTERED BERKshire Sows due to farrow May 1st. Registered Shorthorn Cattle for sale, or trade
Henry Toting, Millet,
cows.

In

medium.

4th,

FOR SALE— POTATOES, CAR LOTS OR

Is

"The U.F.A."

Millet, Alta.

Buff Orpingtons Cockerels, $2.50. Famous
Flower Seed
Potatoes,
60c.
M. J. Howes & Sons, Millet, Alta

Calgary.

Now Is the best selling season.
the Classified Advertising Section
of "The U.F.A." you have a most efficient medium through which to reach
those who are wanting to buy.
This section Is a "get-together" department through which 37,957 U.F.A.
members all over the Province can
buy, sell or exchange to mutual advantage. Many others besides U.F.A.
members have quickly realized the
value of "The U.F.A." as an advertis-

HAVE

Prairie
sacked.

Hamblin.

always a big demand for
good quality seed grain and pure bred
poultry. Have you any that you could

75c.;

Duroc bred Sows.

faithfully,

(Sgd.) -E.
1237 Riverdale Avenue,

ing

Henry Young,

however,

enclose copy of advertisement offering
consider "The
eggs for sale, as
U.F.A." advertising columns are a
good investment.

There

POTATOES

SELLING REGISTERED BANNER OATS,

'\

Yours

STATE"

for sale.

23, 1922.

With reference to my advertisement
offering Black Orpington Cockerels for
sale In your issue of 15th February, It
will not be necessary to repeat this
advertisement In view of the fact that
all my surplus stock was disposed of
through

2.

given highest average yield of any
variety for past four years at Lacombe
experimental
station.
White,
good
keeper and splendid cooker. Am selling
choice seed of this famous variety at 90c.
per bushel, sacked small lots.
Carload

Advertising Dept.,
"The U.F.A."

Dear

OATS.— CERTIFIED

Government germination

READ THIS:—

sell?

ROSE COMB WHITE LEGHORN EGGS

—

POTATOES

Irish Cobblers. Large quantities $1 bus.;
small quantities, $1.25 bush. 2nd generation Victory Oats, $1 bush. F. T. Rickett,

One Ad.

$3

free. Satis-

money refunded.

Millet, Alta.

Strathcona, R.R.

82076.

Samples
or

LEADER OATS, GROWN ON BREAKING,

—

in First
Issue sold him
out.

PEDIGREED SEED

Wheat. As good as money can puy.
Registered Ruby Wheat, 2nd generation,
second prize provincial seed fair. Splendid seed. $3 sacked and sealed.
Registered Marquis, 2nd generation, third prize
provincial seed fair.
$2.25 sacked and
sealed.
Red Bobs, No. 43, the best improved strain of this great wheat. $2,
cleaned and sacked. Above lots all 100%

LIVESTOCK DISPLAY CLASSI-

FIED Rates on application.
Address all correspondence to the
Alberta,
Farmers
of
United
Lougheed Building, Calgary, Alta.

FOR SALE.— PURE BRED BARRED ROCK

MARES,

breeding, size, quality
low; good terms. C. J.

word, also count

HATCHING EGGS— ROSE COMB RHODE

Stock imported from two
Island Reds.
best prize-winning and winter-laying
strains in United States. Pen 3, $3.00 for
Pen 2, $5.00. Pen
13; two settings $5.00.
Place order now or clip out for
1, $7.50.
future reference. F. V. Hollands, 12521

STALLIONS,

Fillies.
Best of
and style. Prices

ing which applies most nearly to
the article advertised. Orders for
classified advertisements must be

Alfarata, 301 eggs).

Barred Rocks: Sons
eggs, and Lady Anna,
selected high-producing females.

full

each set of four figures as a full
word, as for example^ "A. J.
Smith has 2,000 bushels of Oats
Be
for sale" contains 10 words.
sure to give your correct name
and address. Do n.ot have any
replies sent
to
U.F.A. Central
Office.
Name and address will be
counted as part of the advertisement and must be paid for at the
All
advertisements
same rate.
will be classified under the head-

—

of Lady Ada, 290
264 eggs. Bred to

as a

Initial

Plymouth Rocks Male birds heading 1922
pens. White Rocks: Sons of Lady Maude,
286 eggs, and Lady EUa, 282 eggs (both

Lady

PERCHERON

ers' advertising of livestock, poultry, seed grain, machinery, etc.,
three cents a word. Count each

HIGH PRODUCING WHITE AND BARRED
^.grandsons of

lion, "Rolando," No. 6102, Canada; No.
124894, United States.
Bred by Jas.
Loonan, Waterloo, Iowa.
Born March
22, 1915; sire, Superior, No. 40605; dam,
Sorelle, No. 2740.
Apply J. B. Sibbald,
1109 Eighth St. W., Calgary.

FARMERS' WANT, SALE AND

100

$4.00;

HORSES
FOR SALE— BLACK PERCHERON STAL-

Section

Rhode Island Red Cocks and Cockerels.

ties, $2.50

Advertising

Classified

3ARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS AND

Page Twenty-nine

U. F. A.

for dairy
Alta.

WANTED,

REGISTERED

bred.

Gilt,

Frank

YORKSHIRE

Thornton,

Rumsey,

Alta.

HENS,

CANARIES, SINGERS,
Leo
BIG

$5;
Cutler, Travers, Alta.

$1.50.

TYPE POLAND CHINAS, IMPORTED
Write us for bred sows and sprin
Runte & Sons, Wetasklwin, Alta.

stock.

pigs. C.

BOOKS, ETC.
"DAYLIGHT

ON

THE

MONEY

AND

Banking Questions," by R. C. Owens,
Edmonton, may be obtained through
U.F.A. Central
per copy.

Office.

Price 25

cents

—

I

THE
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OSTEOPATIHC PHYSICIANS

LUMBER, FENCE POSTS, ETC.

SWEET CLOVER,

ROUND
FENCE POSTS—SPLIT CEDAR, delivered
Tamarac and Willow. Write for
Enterprise Lumber Cp.,
prices.

ARTHUR

Ed-

Osteopathic Physician

Edmonton.

<5hildren.

Drugless Treatment
Surgery advised only if necessary

EDMONTON.

AVE.,

Phone,

MEDICAL SPECIALISTS

MISCELLANEOUS

Mackllm,

17

$50; sell for 535;

capacity

lbs.

•!25

U.F.A. MEMbprs require 25 cars good hay. upland preferred. E. C. Wagner, Secretary, Nanton

HAY WANTED— NANTON

name and address, 175
The Despatch, Strome,

WORKING

Farm.

Stock

T.

L.

Alberta.

James Muir, K.C.
United Farmers

E. Brownlee

Solicitors for
of Alberta

WANTED

PARTNER

J.

ON

CO.

-

WHEN

SOLICITORS
BARRISTERS
NOTARIES

for $1

a.m. -5 p.m.

BROWNLEE &

CO.
E.
310-312 Lougheed Building

J.

WITH
BUTTER WRAPPERS, PRINTEDdelivered.

9

Systems
Investigations
217 Dominion Bank BIdg.
Phone M5770
Edmonton - - - 210 McLeod BIdg
Phone 6279
Audits
Calgary

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
LEGAL

Jos. Steede, Kitscoty.

Edmonton.

Chartered Accountants

"AMERICAN"

SEPARATOR,

make, nearly new; cost

Hours,

McCANNEL BROS, &

ings.

CREAM

BIdg.,

4564.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

AND

DR.
SKIN.
Alberta Block. Open even-

GENITO-URINARY

McLeod

608

Edmon-

Co.,

JANE MONTGOMERY
Women and

DR.

Specialty: Diseases of

BURT

9340 101aa

DELIVERED

FOR
Lumber

lbs.

$15.00 per 100,
25 bush, $4 per bush.

T.

Enterprise
prices.
ton, Alta.

about 700

PEAS,
F.O.B.

monton. Alta.

CORDWOOD—WRITE

U. F. A.

EDMONTON
MAKE

IN

United Grain Growers, Limited

The Corona

W. H. SELLAR

Hotel

Duncan, Onefour,

Alta.

WANTED, SPRING PLOWING OR BREAKwithin
Must be
Ing. ?3 and $5 per acre.
30 miles of Cheadle, unless over 300 acres.
Apply F. Sugden. Cheadle.

Barrister and Solicitor

^^^^

218a

8TH AVENUE WEST

"YOUR" HEADQUARTERS.

CALGARY
Phone M7405

LAND AND LEASES

W1783

Res.

Rates that are Reasonable.

ACRES LEASE LAND FOR SALE—

10.560
All fenced,

Box
If

good sheep ranch.

Bow

173,

y )U are
location,

Apply P.O.

considering

a

pay a

visit

to

Barrister and

change

make arrangements

of

Woods, Sherry, Collisson
Woods, Sherry, Macalister

VAUXHALL DISTRICT

CANADA

I

Land

Field

Craig

Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries
S. B. Woods, K.C.; J. C. Sherry; J. T. J.
Collisson; S. W. Field, K.C; J. Macalister; W. D. Craig: and J. D. O.
Mothersill.
Ninth Floor, McLeod BIdg., Edmonton

facilities.

full

&
&

particulars write to

AND ANQ IRRIGATION COMPANY,
Dept.. Medicine Hat, Alta.

LTD,,

Late to Classify
ROCK HATCHING
my

EGGS.—

will have a limited number of settings
to sell from
record of performance

the

the well-known

Bow River Irrigation Project.
This district Is famous for SOIL and
SUNSHINE, small acreages and large
returns, cheap land and heavy producRailroad and telephones and all
tion.
For

BARRED

to.

of the

modern

Solicitor

French Correspondence
412 Grain Exchange, Calgary.

IRRIGATED FARMS
in

Too

DE ROUSSY

F.

Island. Alberta.

DENTISTS

pen, headed by two pedigreed cockerels,
bred from a 273 egg hen. This pen has
records from 150 to 197 eggs in their
pullet
year.
Records on application.
Price $2.50 per setting of 15. T. T. Clyde,
11729 95A Street, Edmonton.

REGISTERED VICTORY OATS, SECOND
generation.
Fair,

First prize Provincial Seed

Edmonton.

Germination

100%.

Sealed sacks, 75 cents; unsealed, 68 cents
bushel; sacks extra.
T. J. Anderson,
Bon Accord, Alta.

COLDBELT POULTRY COURSE— A PRACPhones:

LEGAL AND PATENTS

Off.

DR.

FORD, MILLER & HARVIE
Barristers,

W4146

Res.

ELMER WRIGHT
Dental Surgeon

Solicitors

810

and Patent Attorneys and Agents for

HERALD BUILDING
Calgary, Canada

All Countries

101

M7272

ALBFRTA CORNER. CALGARY

Applications
Patent Drawings and
Prepared by our own Staff, ensuring
Ferrecy and Prompt Service.
it

Don't forget to mention that you
in "The U. F. A."

saw

tical authoritative guide to success in
poultry keeping, planned under the direction of experts to meet the needs of largffand small raisers of poultry. Send for
our Free Book.
It
reveals angles of
poultry business that will be news to you,
and ask about our free offer of eggs from
government pedigreed stock. Write W.
B. Fraser, 1731 24th Street West, Calgary.

BARRED ROCKS EGGS FOR SETTING.
$1.00

for

13

ep-rs.

Good

layers.

Steckle, Milk River.

ESTABLISHED TO SUPPLY A COMPETITIVE MARKET
Get World-wide Competition

for

your Livestock

at the

Edmonton Stock Yards
Market Eveiy Week Day.

A

Service 24 Hours Daily.

Great Public Market

Ensures the Success of

the

LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY

A.

H.

THE

i
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THE FARMERS' OPPORTUNITY
THE CANADIAN FARM IMPLEMENT CO,
is

IT of

our

DESIRE

that every man,

Ltd.

woman and

child

FARMING COMMUNITY of WESTERN
CANADA shall become acquainted with the
the

OBJECT

of our

ENTERPRISE, which

is to

INSTAL

a

MANUFACTURING PLANT for the PRODUCTION
of all lines of FARM IMPLEMENTS in the heart of the

The Wonder Shearing

—

Medicine Hat, Alta. This can only
be accomplished with the whole-hearted SUPPORT and
CO-OPERATION of all who are interested in the development of this new and resourceful country. If the
WESTERN FARMER will stop and CONSIDER the
percentage of his wealth and energy which under present conditions is diverted, either to the U. S. A. or to
Eastern Canada, and which, if our objective is attained,
%vill eventually remain AT HOME, we have no doubt
but what he will give us his UNQUALIFIED SUPPORT. All things being equal, our object is a laudable
one, but in addition to other advantages, we hold the
PATENT rights for Canada and other countries, of the
SHEARING SICKLE as illustrated above.

vWestex-n Prairies

WONDER

Sickle'

WONDER

SHEARING SICKLE (which consists of double knives working in opposition to each other,
The
giving an absolute shear -cut at all times and under all conditions) is without a PEER, and will undoubtedly
IMPLEMENTS used in the HARVESTING of grain and fodder.
REVOLUTIONIZE the Cutting end of all
SHEARING SICKLE can be seen at our Offices, 817 Grain Exchamge
DEMONSTRATION of the
Building, Calgary, or at 526 Second Street, Medicine Hat, Alta.

FARM

WONDER

For

full

information apply to the

Head

Office of the

CANADIAN FARM IMPLEMENT

CO., LTD., 526 Second

Street, Medicine Hat, Alta.

WHAT DID YOU MAKE UST YEAR?
IF

YOU PONT KNOW, HOW WILL YOU PREPARE
YOUR INCOME TAX RETURN ?

PROTECT YOURSELF BY KEEPING ACCURATE ACCOUNT OF ALL YOUR TRANSACTIONS
We have a simple but very complete Farmer's Bookkeeping System, specially designed to take care
of Income

Tax requirements.

DON'T LEAVE THINGS TO CHANCE OR YOUR MEMORY.

COUPON

Contains ample space for

INVENTORIES

PURCHASES

On

SALES

WAGE ACCOUNTS

the understanding' that if for any reason
return the book within ten days my money
be refunded, I enclose Six Dollars for Book
to be sent to

I

INSURANCE
RENTALS
THRESHING
PLOWING
INTEREST
FEED
LIVING EXPENSES

will

Mr
Address

Don't send Currency

FOR SALE BY-

— Send

Certified

Check or

IVIoney Order.

etc., etc., etc.

THE WILLSON STATIONERY
236 EIGHTH AVENUE WEST, CALGARY
10032 JASPER AVENUE, EDMONTON

CO., LTD.

—

THE
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THE MAIL ORDER STORE FOR DAD AND THE BOYS

MacLEOD BROS.
CALGARY

Men's and Boys' Wear is not a side line with us, as we carry the largest and most complete stock in all Canada.
Quality First, Last and Always, combined with Service and Low Prices, makes MacLeod Bros, the most desirable
Mail Order House in Western Canada.
^

MEN'S SUITS
You have our word

for

it

that this line

of Suits is the Best Value in
Imported and Domestic
ada.

and

Worsteds

and

all

AU-Wool

Can-

Tweeds
Navy

Serges. The coat models are 3-button
Conservative style, 2-button DoubleBreasted and 2-button Single-Breasted
The vests are neatly
for young men.
cut and good fitters, while the pants

neatly proportioned, 5 pockets,
belt loops and plain or cuff bottoms.
Sizes are S3 to 46, and
w
price delivered

are

§24.00

WORK GLOVES

A

A splendid wearing
and price delivered only
cuff.

TWEED RAINCOATS

berized Linings, will keep you dry in
the heaviest rainstorm. Well tailored
and finished. Colors are fancy heather
mixtures, and can be had in full belt

Cg

or half belt style.

This

Well tailored.

and 5 pockets.
measurement.

weight

needle

spring

knit

BOYS' SUITS

are

Buys' Suits, with 2 pairs pants. Well
tailored in all the new styles for boys.
Colors navy,, greys, browns and heather
mixtures. Sizes are 24 to fl»-|
{\t\
36, and the price delivered

$2.75

at suit delivered

O
«pJ-^»W

SHIRTS

A good weight Blue Chambray Shirt
that will wear well, look well and wash
well.
All seams extra well sewed and
a big roomy shirt. Sizes 14 to<B1
ipA.^t*
171/2.
Price delivered

BOYS' REEFERS
All-Wool Navy Reefers, with fancy
trim and brass buttons.

weight for spring.
30,

(TK

NEGLIGEE SHIRTS

color.

A heavy
for
6

Moleskin Pants for hard wear. Will
outwear two ordinary pairs pants.
Seams extra well sewed. 5 pockets,
Sizes 30
belt loops and cuff bottoms.
to 52 waist measurement,
and price delivered

^C'^

2^

«pt».^dt»

work and wear.

strong Cotton Stocking for boys.
extra strong to stand the hard
wear that boys give them. Sizes are
6 to 101/2, and
price delivered

Sizes

p actically unshrinkable. Colors, blue,
black,
blue stripe and grey.
Price
per garment
<C*>
delivered

10,

BOYS' JERSEYS
Light
weight
All-Wool
Button
Shoulders Jerseys for boys.
Colors,
grey, brown, navy and maroon.
Sizes
are 24 to 34, and we guarantee these to
be the best value you have had for
years at the
fl»-|
fitC

WORK SHOES

Grain Leather Work Shoes,
Blucher cut with toe cap. Solid com-

Tan

fort and splendid wear in
.every pair. Price delivered

Calf Goodyear

UNDERWEAR

BOYS'

Welt

A medium

Shoes,

spring and

with rubber heels, in recede or round
toe lasts. A splendid wearing and stylish shoe, all ready to put your feet
into at the

weight

Underwear

summer wear

for
for the boys.

Good weight Balbriggan Combinations,
made from fine Egyptian cotton. Sizes
are 22 to 32, and price per a»-| (\f\
«pA.VrVF
suit delivered

$5.75

price delivered

«pX.OtJ

price delivered

^K/J-

«P"*.»^t»

DRESS SHOES
Brown

50f^

10y2, 11,

$1.00

pairs for

PEABOOY'S OVERALLS
Peabody's Guaranteed Bib Overalls.
a button. 25c. a rip within 30 days
from date of purchase. JMade from the
highest grade denim. Fast colors and
lOc.

BOYS' STOCKINGS

A

weight Black Cotton Sox

and price delivered

MOLESKIN PANTS

tpv».«.#vr

Made

MEN'S SOX

«pt>.A<t*

Just the right
are 25 to
fl»0 Kf\

Sizes

price delivered only

the old days again, when
you can buy a Coat style Shirt with
soft double cuff, made of good quality
fii-|
cloths in neat patterns for
«p-l-.vrv
price delivered

Cuff bottoms, belt loops
Sizes 32 to 42 waist

Price delivered

and

to

AA

CORDUROY PANTS
Dark

•

Medium Weight Combinations we
now selling are great value

Back

Good weight Corduroy.

glove, 'T'^li'*

to get into the lighter

*p<J» * *J

Price delivered

big range of Boys' All-Wool Suits.
Belter style coats, bloomer pants.
Colors greys, browns, navy. Positively
the best suit values in Canada. Sizes
24 to 36, and
fl»Q QRT
tpO.CFtP
price delivered

UNDERWEAR
Time

underwear.

WORK

Tweed Raincoats, with Heavy Rub-

BOYS' SUITS

A

Gauntlet Glove, with
inside or outside seams, in stiff or soft
soft, pliable

ip^.^H

FELT HATS
Spring means a new hat.
made from fine Fur Felt in

OVERALLS

E'.L.

Hi&vy Slue Denim Bib

Overalls. Cut
Sizes are 34 to 44. and
vou can take our word for It that thev
are grtat value at the price fl!"|
«I>J..OU
delivered

'i>lg

and roomy.

BOYS'

new

all the
Colors are fawn,
spring.
grey, navy, steel grey, olive
ereen and black. All sizes and the best

styles

for

brown,

hat value in Canada.
Price delivered

CORDUROY PANTS

Extra Special Corduroy, the strongest ever made in Boys' Pants, Bloomer
style. Governor fasteners, full cut and
taped seams. Prices delivered

These are

Sizes 26 to 27
Sizes 28 to 30
Sizes 31 to 35

CO Kfi
«po.t»V

WE PAY

SEND US
YOLK MAIL
ORDERS.

WE

SHIP

THEM
THE SAME
DAY AS

THE

MacLeod

RECEIVED.

— Main

Bros.

POSTAGE.

WE ARE
WORTH
TRYING.

THE GREAT CLOTHIERS OF THE GREAT WEST
Largest Distributors of Men's and Boys'

Stoff*

$2.95
$3.25
$3.65

Store. Ninth

Avenue and

First Street East

Wear

in

Western Canada

Branch Store— 131 Eighth Avenue West, Calgary, Alta.

AVENUE PRESS, CALGARY
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